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ABSTRACT 

Beet Borderland: Hispanic Workers, the Sugar Beet, and the Making of a Northern 
Colorado Landscape 

At the tum of the nineteenth century, the arrival of the sugar beet industry 

\wought change in northern Colorado. The sugar beet was a totally new plant-it was 

unlike corn, \vheat, alfalfa and other crops that local farmers were familiar with. The 

biological characteristics of the beet required a particular style of intensive labor, indeed 

shaping the daily life of laborers. Hispanic migrants to Fort Collins \\forked and lived 

under the influence of the sugar beet, but they \vere not passive participants in the story; 

they effectively transplanted some of their cultural traditions and left their own imprint in 

the landscape. 

Two years after the tum of the twentieth century, the Fort Collins landscape still 

bears the mark of the sugar beet. Yet even as Jandscape tells history, history must help 

explain landscape. Adobe houses still stand in some old neighborhoods, suggesting that 

Hispanic inhabitants once played a part in the early chronicles of Fort ColJins. This thesis 

endeavors to flesh out that story-to explain the origins of Hispanic beet workers; how 

the beet changed their lifestyle, bodies, and public identity; and in what ways they 

modified their environment. 

Sierra Standish 
Department of History 
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado 
Summer 2002 
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Introduction- The Making of 3 Rorderlnnd 

On the comer of Tenth and Romero Streets in Fort Collins, Colorado, stands a 

small adobe house. The house does not look like the rustic mud box-complete with 

colorful tile roof-that is portrayed in old \vestem movies. Rather, this adobe is painted 

white and possesses a gabJed roof, fence, and flowers in the front yard. The Romero 

family built this house in the 1920's and lived here for the rest of the century. In 2002, 

the house stands empty. The next fe\v years may \vitness a new life for the old adobe: 

local efforts aim to transform the home into a house museum, reflecting the historic 

lifestyle of local residents. Situated within the AndersonvilJe district in Fort Collins, the 

structure belongs to a neighborhood that was created to house sugar beet workers. 

Although Fort Collins's sugar beet era has come and gone, its legacy lives on in local 

memories and in the regional landscape. J 

From 1903 unti11954 the Fort Conins sugar beet factory processed raw beet roots 

into granulated table sugar. Through the spring and summer the building stood inactive, 

\vaiting, looming next to fields of growing beet plants. Come mid-autumn, the first 

harvested beets roUed through the factory doors and the annual "beet campaignft 

commenced. Once inside, the beets \vere pulverized and boiled until the maximum 

amount of sucrose could be extrdcted from their flesh and crystallized into pure 

sugar-ready to be shipped out to American consumers. The process emitted a sharp, 

pervasive odor, and the older residents of beet towns remember the annual beet 

I The Friends of the Romero Housel Amigos de la Casa Romero organized in 2001 to fund and develop a 
Hispanic house museum in the Romero Family's old adobe house. The organization plans to interprellhe 
significance of the neighborhood and contribute 10 curriculum (to be used in local sc11001s) that explores the 
historic Hispanic presence in Fort Collins. for more informalion. sec editorial, Dem'cr PIJ.U, July 2 .. 2001. 
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campaigns with a wrinkled nose. Nonetheless, the smell could also be associated with 

something that Fort Collins was good at: making a profit on sugar beets. For several 

decades, this singular industry contributed greatly to the wealth and pride of Fort 

Collins.:! 

The anival of the sugar beet industry altered the historical experience of Fort 

con ins and the Hispanic migrants who traveled there. The Spanish \vord for sugar beet is 

betabel? When the smell of the beet campaign drifted into the Spanish-speaking homes 

of Fort Collins, it joined the many other \vays in which the beet affected the lives of local 

Hispanic people. As field \vorkers who tended the sugar beets, they did not typicaI1y 

enjoy the sweet economic fruit that the beet industry bore. Nonetheless, they contributed 

their time and muscle to the success of the sugar beet. 1n turn, the nature of eJ.be/abe/ 

intimately shaped the lifestyle, bodies, and public identity of the Hispanic popUlation in 

Fort Collins. The dynamic interaction between the biology of the beet and the 

background of its workers produced a distinctive landscape in northern Colorado. 

Indeed, the sugar beel influenced the identity of all of Fort Collins for the first 

half of the twentieth century. Beet growers, factory workers, and other residents could 

point out the Great \Vcstern Sugar Company's local beet factory with satisfaction; the 

coming of the sugar beet industry had accelerated the pace of the local economy_ For 

farmers, one annual sugar beet harvest could reap profits many times over the amount of 

most other crops .. In tum, however, the farmers had to commit a dramatically larger 

2171e Silver l\redge: 11le Sugclr Beel in the Ullited Slates. (\Vashington. D.C.: the United Slates Beel Sugar 
Association, 1936).52·57; Bert Nelson and Edward \ViUh ... "nistory orlhe Fort Collins Faclory District. 
!he Great \Vestem Su~ar Company.~· 44. Colorado Historical Society. Denver. 'I 
.' Jose Aguayo. "Los Berabeleros (The Bcetworkers)." In La Geme: JiispaIJo /lislor), alld Life ill Colorado, 
cd. Vincent C. de Baca. (Denver. Colorado Historical SocielY~ 1998). 105. 
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amount of labor to the cultivation of this crop; thus, sugar beet farming called for a 

massive influx of field laborers-Germans from Russia and Hispanics.4 

The written record does not neglect Spanish-speaking Coloradoans. Southern 

Colorado's San Luis Valley,just above New Mexico, is recognized as the northernmost 

extension of Spanish/Mexican colonialism in the United States. The vaney is home to the 

to\vn of San Luis, Colorado's oldest municipality (founded in 1852). The region thus 

enjoys a measure of historical status and receives scholarly attention from the fields of 

sociology, anthropology, history and more. The setting for the Romero House, however, 

lies hundreds of miles north of the San Luis Valley_ Less than an hour's drive down from 

the \Vyoming border, Fort Collins exists \vithin a different geographical and historical 

realm of Colorado. Spanish-speakers did not journey en masse to northern Fort Collins 

until the early 1900's. Theirs is a tale not of daring, nineteenth-century conquest but of 

modest yet brave migration in the twentieth century . .s 

There are different versions of the story that the Romero House represents. Social 

historians have recently examined the massive northward migrations of 1-lispanic people 

from the southwest and Mexico during the twentieth century. By investigating how these 

individuals and families moved into new areas and mingled \vith local Americans, 

historians articulate the layered and constantly changing ethnic identities of Spanish-

speakers in the U.S.6 Although the studies acknowledge the significance of the migrants' 

.. R.L. Adams. Field Manuelfor Sugar Beet Growers: A Practical Halldbookfor Agricullllralisls, Field. 
Alell and Grou·ers. (Chicago; Beet Su£ar GazeUe Company. 1913).3-8. 
5 For texts thai focus upon the Hispanic presence in southern Colorado. see Jose de Onis, cd. The Hispallic 
COlllribllliolllO lire Slate of Colorado (Boulder, Colorado: \Vestview Press, 1976); Evelio Echevarria and 
Jose Otero. cds. Hispanic Colorado. Four Ce1ll1lrie.f: Historyalld Heritage (Fort CoUins. Colorado: 
Centennial Publications, 1976). 
6 See Sarah Deutsch. No Separate Refllge: Culture. Class, and Gellder OIl tlte Anglo-American Promier. 
1880-]940; (New York: Oxford University Press, 1987); George J. Sanchez. Becoming Alexicatz America,,: 
ElluricilY. ClIllure. alld Identity ill Chicuno Los Angele.f. 1900·1945 (Oxford: Oxford Univen;ity Press. 
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shift in location, they do not appraise the impact of space and land with the same 

intensity as scholars of landscape and environmental history. Landscape historians 

emphasize the perception of the viewer: who and \vhat is visible in an area? The presence 

of laborers and ethnic variation can challenge traditional notions about the appearance of 

a region-especially the agrarian setting of this thesis.' Enviromnental historians seek out 

other aspects of the landscape: they scrutinize the living and non-living dynamics that 

impact each other. Scholars have explored the relationship between people and the land 

in Hispanic villages in the southwest, thus enhancing the body of environmental history 

and building the background of migmnts.8 All of these efforts-from the fields of social, 

landscape, and environmental history---contribute to a larger picture of Hispanic sugar 

beet workers in Fort Collins. I intend to fuse these branches of study to demonstrate the 

significant connections between elhnicity and the land in northern Colorado. 

In very crude lenns, the East and the South mel in the West An industrialized 

sugar beet landscape-triggered by the technological developments of the eastern United 

States and Europe-needed labor .. The Hispanic population of the American southwest 

and Mexico experienced numerical growth and economic hardship-they needed work. 

These forces converged in the fields of northern Colorado. The sugar beet and the sugar 

beet industry profoundly shaped the lives of Hispanic workers; in tum, these saine people 

coalesced into a new community, modifying their landscape in the process. 

1993): David G. Gutierrez, Walls and Afirrors: Me:cicall Americans. Mexica" immigramsl aud tlte Politic.Ii 
of Etlmicil), (BerkeJey: University of CaJifomia Press. 1995). 
, See Don Milchelt. Cliliural Geography: 11 Crilicallntroduclioll (Oxford: Bhtckwell Publishers Ltd, 
2000). 
S See \Vimam du Buys. Ellc/zammelZl alld Exploitation: 11,e Ufe ami HU'lI Times of n New Mexico 
MOUlllailJ RaJlge (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1985); Devon G. Pena, "Cultural 
Landscapes and Biodiversity: The Ethnoecology of an Upper Rio Grande \Valcr~hed Commons," In La 
Geme: Hispa1Jo History and Ufe ill Colorado, cd. Vincent C. de Baca (Denver. Colorado Historical 
Society, 1998). 
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Because there is no expressly environmental history of Hispanics in Fort Col1ins, 

I initiate this thesis by exploring the ways in which the city's different residents 

interacted with the land around theln. Chapter One maps Fort Collins as a borderland 

between t\VO distinct groups: English-speakers and Spanish-speakers. First, Anglos came 

from the East, settling northern Colorado \vith a systematically gridded pattern. Into this 

established zone anived poor., employment-hungry Spanish-speaking migrants, culturally 

descended from the Hispanic regions of the southwest and Mexico. Many of these 

migrants from the south harkened back to a traditional village lifestyle that emphasized 

communal subsistence and charted the land on the basis of natural cycles and topography. 

In Fort Collins, therefore, the Anglo map provided ,the dominant perspective; \vithin this 

framework, Hispanics \vould bring and cultivate some of their previous customs. 

Certainly, other ethnic groups also participated in Fort Collins' history. One group, the 

Germans from Russia, contributed a great deal of effort to the early sugar beet industry. 

Today, these people still proudly possess a noticeable identity; yet, in comparison to 

Hispanic migrants, the Germans from Russia more readily adopted Ang]o cultural and 

economic customs. 

Chapter Two focuses on beets and work. Initially, Spanish-speaking migrants 

worked Fort Collins' beet fields with Germans from Russia, but by mid-century the fields 

were fined predominantly with Hispanics. The nature of the beet dictated the method of 

its cultivation; in tum, the fieldwork molded the lives of the field workers. To maximize 

beet growth, \vorkers \vere called upon to perfonn intensely physical jobs that tested and 

altered their actual bodies. The style of work that prevailed in sugar beel 

regions-influenced by the length of the semion and the tasks that beet maintenance 
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required-in tum both deepened family bonds and restricted the growth of a larger 

community .. 

Chapter Three looks more closely at Hispanic community development, exploring 

the geographic implications of where people lived. Some workers occupied the 

houses-typically referred to as shacks-that farmers provided to their employees. Other 

Spanish-speakers lived within sInall neighborhoods that emerged on the edge of Fort 

Collins. These neighborhoods-though erected for the economic convenience of the beet 

industry-exhibited a substantial Hispanic presence. The increasing visibility of Hispanic 

residents obliged public acknowledgment of their cultural identity~ their significance in 

the beet industry~ and their citizenship \vithin Fort ColIins. In other \vards, the growth of 

the Spanish-speaking neighborhoods affinned the Hispanic presence on the map of Fort 

Collins. 

This thesis is being \vriuen at a time when the local community and municipal 

organizations are simultaneously striving to further the awareness of the Hispanic 

contribution in Fort Collins. Even though the factory closed fifty years ago, the beets 

imprint sti1l exists upon the landscape and the people. Certain local faces who witnessed 

the golden era of the Fort Collins sugar beet industry are elderly and their time with us is 

limited; there is an urgency to hear their stories while we still can. And,.hopefuHy, this 

the..;is \vin contribute to the renaissance of Hispanic history in Fort Collins.9 

~ In addition to researcb erfons of The Friends of the Romero Housel Amigos de la Casa Romero, the City 
of Fort Collins is currently investigating local Hispanic history. \Vith the intention of dcsignating a historic 
djslricl~ the city's office of historic prcser\'alion is conducting a survey of the three neigbborhoods that 
were built to housc sugar beet workers: Buckingham~ Andersonville and Aha Vista. 
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A note about terminology: 

Recently't a group caned the "Hispanic \Vomen of Weld County" split. Now there 

are (\VO groups: the uHispanic 'Vomen of Weld County" and the "Latina Women of Weld 

County." \Vhat is the difference between the two organizations? AppeUation. Simply, 

some \vomen prefer to be HHispanic" while others recognize themselves as "Latina." The 

members of the two groups once perceived a commonality to their heritage in Weld 

County, Colorado. However, individual interpretations of terminology grew powerful 

enough to disenchant particular members of the original organization. The women could 

not agree on the \vord that best described them; consequentially, some individuals felt the 

need to establish themselves on their own terms. This story highlights the importance of 

considering and explaining my use of terminology.lo 

The ethnic identity of any given Colorado resident can come \Vilh many names. A 

Coloradoan of a Spanish-speaking heritage Jnight classify him- or herself using one (or 

more) of these cultural terms: Mexican, Hispanic, Manito t Latino/a, Chicano/a, Mexican

Anlerican, Spanish-American. Depending upon whom you ask, these words have 

different meanings. Some Spanish-speakers in Fort Collins have expressed dislike for 

'''Manito'' and uChicano/a." These \vords can communicate a specific ideology, time 

period, or geographic origin; 1 do not believe thatlhey successfu1Jy represent all of the 

people discussed in this thesis. Some Fort Co11ins 10cals proudly identify themse1ves as 

10 Thercsa Solis, interview by author~ informal dictation. Greeley, CO. 6 June 2002. 
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UMexican" or "Mexican-American." \Vhile these words are straightforward and useful 

for identifying people who are from Mexico, it, 100, does not accurately convey the 

historical background of all of the Fort Collins residents who came from a Spanish

speaking heritage-some people locate their origins in New Mexico or southern 

Colorado rather than Mexico. Indeed, some residents call themselves uSpanish

American," associating their background \vith Europe rather than \vith Mexico. 

"Latino"-typically referring to a person from Latin America-arguably represents the 

group of Spanish-speakers who migrated to Fort Co1lins. Although some migrants 

technically arrived from points \vithin the U.S., their places of origin could still be 

categorized as northern tendrils of Latin America. However, "Latino" does not exist 

prominently in the historical vocabulary of Fort Collins. It seems that "Hispanic" 

emerges as the most familiar and neutral term-yet, its significance \vas strong enough to 

break up the Hispanic \Vornen of\Veld County. One WOlnan explained to me her 

personal objection: ·'Hispanic" is a \vord used frequently in official government fonus, 

Jumping together Spanish-speaking people from places as diverse as Cuba,. Puerto Rico, 

Mexico and Central America. \Vith respect to the validity of her opinion, 1 have 

nonetheless opted to use '"Hispanic''' because the teon emerges frequently-and usuany 

uncontestedly-in the literature-and conversations surrounding Spanish-speakers in Fort 

Collins.ll 

In this study, therefore, 1 have found it most efficient to choose terms that arc 

already used in the vocabulary of northern Colorado. "Hispanic" and ~'Spanish-speaking" 

II Solis jntcn'icw. 
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refer to people who share the Jegacy of the Spanish language.12 ~'Ang]o" and "white" are 

used interchangeably; they represent the seuler or Coloradoan who is cuhurally 

associated \vith the eastern United States. Although a strict definition of "Anglo" refers to 

a person of English descent, I again rely upon a broader association; in the \vestern 

United States, "Anglo" has traditionally signified a whole array of non-hispanic European 

Americans;; 13 

I! Sara A. Brown, Children Working illihe Sllgar Beet Fields 0/ Ccnain Districts 0/ tlte SOUlh Plaue 
Valley, Colorado (New York: National'Chiid Labor Committee, 1925),58·59. This government report on 
conditions in northern Colorado demonstrates the popularity of the term ··Spanish-spcakinB" 10 indicate all 
beel workers in the region who are from Mexico or of Spanish descent~ Jronically, the author recognizes 
that many ··Spanish-speaking people" arc born in the U.S. but does not classify them with ·'native-born 
Americans:' "'Hispanic" was not frequently used unti11ater in century. 
Il R. \\t. Roskelley and Catherine R. Clark. n'hell Differelll Cullllres Aleet: All Analysis alld Imcrprclatioll 
o/Somc Problems Arising Wi,en People o/Spalli.'ilr Gild North European Cultures Attempt to Lire Togelher 
{Den\'cr. Rocky Mountain Council on Inter·American Affairs, 1946).5·6. 111is text specifically chooses to 
use "'Anglo," explaining that the word ~ignHies Eng1ish·~pcakers in parts of the United States. and "is not a 
rncial or nationallerm and ha.~ no scientific basis, bul is commonly so used and understood .... " 
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Chapter One
l\1igrants and l\1aps 

Margaret Salas Martinez was born January 151
\ 1910, near Las Vegas, New 

Mexico, a place known for having some of the most deep-rooted famBies in the United 

States-families \vho have resided in the same place for centuries. The Salases, however, 

left Las Vegas three weeks after Margaret's birth. Her memories of growing up are from 

a neighborhood caned Buckingham, just across the Cache 1a Poudre River from Fort 

Collins, Colorado. She and her fanli1y sett1ed into the community of sugar beet workers, 

mingling \vith German-Russians and Spanish-speakers.]n 1937. Margaret and her 

husband, Charles Martinez, purchased a two-room adobe house in Alta Vista, another 

local "barrio" of laborers. 14 

By then, these small neighborhoods were predominantly Hispanic; many German-

Russians had moved out.. Many of Fort Collins' residents referred to Margaret's 

community as "Spanish Co)ony." However,just because the inhabitants made tortillas 

and grew Jots of flowers, the "'colony" did not necessarily embody life as it had been back 

home. In fact, there was no singu1ar uback.hOlne" that everyone claimed. Residents traced 

their family trees back to various origins. Therefore, on the Anglicized turf of Fort 

Collins, members of Margaret's neighborhood developed their own brand of 

Hispanicization-a mixture of the migrants' varied origins and their new life in Fort 

Collins. In particular, they bore the mark of the sugar beel. The sugar beet explained why 

they or their families came to northern Colorado, their daily Hfesty1e, and their social 

status in Fort Collins. Simply put, commercialized agriculture imposed a comnlonality 

." Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martinez.. interview by Charlene Tresner. 23 January 1976.1ranscript, 1~8. Drat 
History Archive, Fort Collins Public Library. 
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among these diverse transplanted Spanish-speakers. Hispanic sugar beet workers 

responded by constructing their own community and shnultaneously changing the 

composition of the landscape.15 

Charles and Margaret both migrated to Fort Co11ins at young ages. Their parents 

brought them from physically rugged, culturally Hispanic areas: Margaret, from northern 

Ne\v Mexico, and Charles, from the f\1exican State of Durango. Like many other people 

\vho gre\v up in Fort Collins, the couple spent most of their lives in and around the city. 

Although they maintained a Spanish surname, they used English first names. While their 

parents remembered life in regions farther south, Charles and Margaret truly were 

Coloradoans. 

"Colorado'" is Spanish in name but quite mixed in character. Hispanic influence 

does not dominate a chart of the region or the history of the state. Assorted groups of 

humans have come, settled, mingled and left their names upon the 1and. A typical 

roadmap of the region testifies to the various people who have crossed into region: places 

are identified in Indian, Spanish, French and English tongues. A Httle bit more attention 

to the map reveals a pattern: the bottom third of the stale possesses many counties, cities, 

and landmarks labeled in Spanish, \vhile the lOp two-thirds of the stale is marked 

primarily in English names. Therefore, a horizontal1inc roughly splits the map of 

Colorado, separating the areas where white settlers and Hispanic pioneers have 

each-success fully-left their handle on the land.16 

Fort Collins lies above this line. Although Hispanic peop1c would come to 

northern Colorado and alter the local environment, their presence is not immediately 

U Barbara Hawthorne, "Cultural History of a Mexican-American Family in the South Platte River Valley of 
Northern Colorado" (Master"s thesis. Colorado Slate University, 2000), 92. 
16 "Colorado Slale Map." Colorado Department of Transportation, 200 I. 
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obvious; travelers from Mexico or the southwestern United States \vin believe that they 

have passed beyond the extent of Hispanic colonial influence as they approach the high 

prairie around Fort Collins. In the old section of to\\'n, the visitor sees a preponderance of 

wood frame houses; in the irrigated countryside, farms blend into shortgrass prairie. 

Many of the old houses date back to the initial years of sugar beet cultivation, a period 

when Fort Collins bloomed into a bust1ing, provincial city. The older houses of Fort 

Conins are neatly lined along wide, gridded streets, complemented by green lawns and 

big old shade trees.11 

The geometrically plotted neighborhoods and fields of northern Colorado reflect 

the Anglo-American tradition of land allocation. The physical arrangement of Fort 

CaBins echoes the Land Ordinance of 1785, the U.S. federal law that carved public lands 

into squares in preparation for sale to private citizens. Using this system of demarcation, 

mapmakers could plan regions on a coordinate plane. The resultant grid divided the land 

into precisely·measurable amounts. Right-angles prevailed. Consideration for topographic-

elements \vas not necessary. Frequently, property lines were initially drawn on paper~ 

independent of ecological dimensions; they were not apparent until fences, roads, and 

fields marked them off. ]n early Fort Collins, the buildings,Jheir plots, and the streets an 

cooperated; most streets ran north-south or east-west, while the structures were situated 

in between. Fort CoUins was a relatively flat part of Colorado, \vith gentle dips and swells 

that \vere easily subdued by this grid system. Rural lands existed as an extension of the 

urban checkerboard-the sprawling coordinate plane linked the city's hinterland 

economically and spatially \vjth Fort CaBins. Only rarely did a natural feature-such ac; 

11 Fort Collins Neigbborhood Hislory Project~ ··Buekingbam. Alta Vista. and Andersonville 
Neighborhoods'" (Boulder. Colorado: Community Services Collaborative. December, ) 983).4·9. 
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the Cache la Poudre River-persist in the eyes of mapmakers enough to make an 

appearance in street diagrams of the city. The distinct style of settlement identified early 

Fort Col1ins \vith Anglo culture. IS 

The land grid reveals more than Anglo culture; it reflects a level of 

industrialization and imperialism. Historian Kate Brown demonstrates how two gridded 

cities-within the boundaries of self-defined opposites, the U.S. and U.S.S.R.-reflected 

parallel patterns of development Karaganda, Kazakhstan and Billings, Montana both 

emerged as the babies of industrializing bureaucracies; they were conceived in the minds 

of distant officials and surveyors, and sprang to life within weeks. The birth of Fort 

Collins replicates certain patterns: the underlying land grid, the early presence of the 

anny, and the growing network of railroad lines a11 demonstrate the heavy influence of 

big business and the federal government. Indeed, the city developed quickly in response 

to a local, corporate·controlled factory. The griddcd plan of northern Colorado aHowed 

for efficiency and \vel1-documented commercial expansion. ]n addition, the planners of 

Karaganda.and Bil1ings negated the presence and valid land c1ainlS of the original 

inhabitants. Early inhabitants of Fort Col1ins also \vould also have dismissed the local 

Indians' historical use of the land. A grid could not measure and explain the Arapahoe 

lifesty]e. '9 

The tidily drawn map of old Fort Collins contrasts \vith the settlement patterns of 

the Hispanic southwest. ln northern New Mexico, Margaret's biJ1hplace, parcels of land 

were traditionally identified by their relationship to natural and man-made 

1& Sce Sanborn Firc Insurance Maps, Fort Collins. CO. early 1900·s. Fort Collins Public Libl1lry. 
Richard \Vhite.lls YOllr .-.ngOrtlllU! alld NOlie of My Own: A New HislOry a/lite American West (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1991).137-38: Kate Brown. wGriddcd Lives: \Vhy Ka7.akhstan and 
Montana Are Nearly the Same Place:' American Historical Rel';ew 106 (Feb 2001): 23. 
19 \Vhitc, 24.27. 
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features-boulders, arroyos, ditches, and roads. Spanish and Mexican land grants 

formally designated property limits with the most visibly obvious markers that nature or 

humans could provide. The edges of one grant for sixty-three families were described in 

1799 has: the lands of the Indians on the north; the middle road to Picuris on the 

northwest and \vest; the cuesta (brow of a hin) on the opposite side of the Rio Don 

Fernando, on the south; and the Cuesta de la Osha and Palo Flechado on the east.,,2Q 

These self·evident borders offered practicality and fiexibility to their users. For example, 

if a river or irrigation ditch followed the edges of property, it could touch more parcels 

and more landholders could have access to the water. A whole community luight have 

identified iL<;elf \Vilh a parcel characterized by a particular, organically-shaped, 

unsymmetrical \vatershed-not squared·offboundaries that had been imagined on paper. 

To best describe borders, a diagram had to refer to certain, local topographical traits. 

Because roads, ditches, and mountains do not always conform to straight lines and right 

angles, a gridded map of the property possessed less relevancy. 

'Vithin the grid system of northern Colorado, residents became accustomed to 

precise, quantifiable boundaries; \vithin the Hispanic landmark system, locals used 

boundaries that corresponded \vith the land use of the particular place. Whether on paper 

or simply in their minds, the residents from the two regions possessed very different 

kinds of maps. 1n the early twentieth cenlul)', both of these peoples dwel1ed in northern 

Colorado, making it a cartographic borderland-a space shared by inhabitant,; who 

possessed different traditional perspectives on the land around them. 

3t Myra Ellen Jenkins. 61"a05 Pueblo and Its Neighbors: 1540-1 R47," New Itfexico llislOrical Rel'iew 4 J 
(April, 1966): 92, 100. 
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These borders were political and physical. Hispanic newcomers to northern 

Colorado experienced a change of scenery. Situated on the edge of the high plains, Fort 

Collins \vatches the sun set over the Rocky Mountains. According to legend, French 

trappers nicknamed a nearby spot "La Porte"-the door to the Wcst ... after this point, 

easterners could expect to encounter the mountains, deserts; mesas, and generally rough 

country that characterized the western lands. Migrants from New Mexico and Mexico 

might have identified \vith these more "western" features, although the diversity of their 

origins requires that this statement must remain a generalization. Fort Collins, 

nonetheless, occupied a gentle landscape of dry, but grassy, prairie. Here, the calln 

ground flows predictably off to the East, contributing to the Great Plains that occupy the 

middle of the United States. Indeed, the agriculture that Fort Col1ins would conle to adopt 

identified the area \vith eastern Colorado and Nebraska rather than the more arid, rugged, 

interior 'Vest. A disparity existed bet\veen the flat Fort CoI1ins landscape and the drier, 

more varied terrain of southern Colorado, Ne\v Mexico and Mexico. 

As revealing as maps and land .. ~urveys can be, they provoke further questions. 

'Vhat explains the presence of historic adobe houses in the older districts of Fort Co1Jins? 

How did Charles and Margaret come to leave their Spanish-named origins and Jive in the 

Anglo-dominated regions of northern Colorado? There ,vas a single" powerful aHure: 

jobs. In the early twentieth century, Spanish-speaking people throughout the American 

southwest and northern Mexico found it increasingly difficult to maintain traditional 

fanns and communities. Many \vere compel1cd to leave their long-established homes to 

find work. 

17 



Significantlyy the migrants were leaving the land that their ancestors had lived in 

and struggled over for centuries. These \vere the people \vho began to settle the northern 

frontier of Mexico in the sixteenth century .. The first Euro-Americans to establish 

themselves in the region, Spanish and Mexican pioneers moved into .what would become 

modem day northern Mexico and the southwestern United States-specifical1y, the 

Mexican states of Chihuahua, Durango, Sonora, and Coahuila, and the U.S. slates of New 

Mexico, southern Colorado and Texas. The original soldiers, priests, and colonists 

journeyed in the name of Spain. They intended to found communities. convert Indians to 

Christianity, and, if Spanish conquest history \vould repeat itself, find gold or other 

mineral \vealth. 

They met with mixed success. The Spanish did not find vast amounlC; of gold in 

this region. In their attempt to convert Indians, ho\vever, the Spanish gained more 

ground. Cooperative Indians became incorporated into Hispanic settlements while the 

hostile lndians, over a course of centuries, become less threatening; European diseases 

and Spanish mnitary technology reduced the Indians' ability to persisl.1J 

The colonists who occupied long-lasting settlements had to be hardy people. To 

start \vith, they marched the long, hot trail through the deserts of northern Mexico. When 

they finally reached their destination, they found a land typified by arid plains, mesas, 

mountains, and rivers. The colonists frequently relied upon Indians for food and water. In 

this dry environment, successful Hispanic settlers leamed how to modify and adapt to 

their environment. Heirs to a long Spanish/Moorish tradition of irrigation in dry lands, 

the newcomers blended their previous custofns with techniques that they lcmmed from the 

21 Nancy Hunter \Varrcn, Villagc.f of Hispanic Nl!lv Alr.xico (Santa Fe. New Mexico: School of American 
Research Press. 1990), 3· 7 ~ 
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Indians. They literally molded the land to suit their needs-they constructed earthen work 

irrigation ditches and buill themselves adobe houses. GraduaUy .. colonists attained a 

degree of self-sufficiency, growing crops ,vith river water and ranging their Hvestock on 

the grassy plains and mesas.21 

Between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries, the little colonies mUltiplied and 

settlement patterns evolved. Through a system of land grants from Spain and, later, 

Mexico, small villages gained a foothold in the countryside. Although the vil1ages all 

shared a Hispanic heritage, each community was shaped by its particular geography. The 

disparity of soil types produced adobe villages each of which could possess, literally, a 

distinctive color. Mountain villages, isolated by distance and tricky terrain, were forced 

to look inward for sustenance; to survive, these groups 1earned to be economical1y 

independent, growing and raising the food that they needed. Villages based upon rivers 

had more contact ,vith Indians and other travelers. Trade routes introduced outsiders·and 

outside ideas. \Vith greater access to ,vater, these villagers could plant more crops than 

their mountain counterparts. 23 

Despite the varied characteristics of the settlementS, however, most Hispanic 

villagers shared the same fabric of daily ]ife. This part of North America remained 

comparatively isolated from urban areas for centuries. ViUage life-based upon Hispanic 

agrarian pattenls-stayed slow. Significantly, the vil1agcrs possessed and managed their 

land ,vith a communal emphasis. A typical family owned a house, the Jand immediately 

surrounding the house, and a small plot for growing crops. Called the ejido .. the rest of a 

lJ Pefia, "Cultural Landscnpcs and Biodi\'crsity,." 224. 
II John R. Van Ness .. ·'Hispanic Village Organization in Northern New Mexico: Corporate Community 
Structure in Historical and Comparali\'e Perspective." in 713e Slirvil'OJ of Spanisil AmericOIi Villages. ed. 
Paul Kutschc {Colorado Springs: The Rcscalch Commince. CoJorodo College. 1979).42--43. 
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vil1age's allotted space remained common lands belonging to the whole community. 

Elected boards supervised the distribution of pasture land and precious irrigation water.24 

In No Separate Rejilge, Sarah Deutsch argues that the isolation of the villages, 

scant rainfall, and communal land management created a relatively egalitarian climate in 

these comnlunities. These circumstances suggest that cooperation, rather than 

individualized efforts, best improved everyone's welfare. There existed few opportunities 

for a particular household to grow commercial crops on a Jarge scale; diversified 

subsistence fanning chamcterized their day-to-day efforts. In addition, personal greed (in 

the fonn of overgrazing, overcuuing timber in the ejido, ~r other overuse of local 

resources) was checked by cultural prohibitions. Indeed, the system of labor among the 

villages seemed to enhance community bonds rather than sepamle individuals. Groups of 

women or groups of men completed their tasks \vith the help of their peers. Among 

families, \vork was organized by gender.15 

For the inhabitants of these villages, then, life WHS a joint venture-although 

various members assumed different roles, they a1l had a stake in the community's health. 

Indeed, the definition of "colnmunity" did not necessarily stop with the humans. The \vild 

and domestic animals, the \vild and domestic plants, the water, and the very land itself 

belonged to the life-giving network. The village land, like. homemade food, was not to be' 

sold to stmngers; it was too intimate and comnlunaL To the villagers, their environment 

signified survivaJ and reflected their identity.26 

2 .. dcBuys. 175-177. 
2S Deutsch. 14.15; Devon Pena and Ruben O. Maninez., ·The Capitalist Tool, the Lawless. and the Violent: 
A Critique of Recent Southwestern Environmental Hj5tory.~ in Cltica1lo Cuilllrc. Ecology. Polilics: 
Subversive Kill~ cd. Devon G. Pena (Tucson: 111c University of Arizona Prcs.s. 1998). 162. 
~ Van Ne.\S. 42; Deutsch, 53. 
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These bonds \vere deeply entrenched, but not indefinitely secured. The growing 

population compel1ed families to find ne\v land and found new viIJages. Groups migrated 

into southern Colorado in the mid-nineteenth century, establishing communities in the 

high, dry San Luis Vaney. Today, one can still meet fanners and townspeople \vhose 

fanli1y members claimed the first water rights in Col orad 0.
27 

And yet, villagers throughout the southwest region found their resources stretched 

too thin. Overgrazing eroded the ejidos, and the land lost its ability to absorb and hold 

water. The Hispanic villagers contributed to the overuse, but cannot wholly take 

responsibility; Anglos coming in to the southwest also exploited opportunities that the 

land offered. Like the villagers, Anglos pastured their animals in delicate areas. Unlike 

the Hispanic residents, they stripped high mountain timber for the construction of 

railroads. The surge of new arrivals accelerated the 1evel of impact. In some cases, the 

fallout of all of this intensive use was exhausted, unfertile expanses of land.28 

In a process that would further diminish village resources, Anglo speculators 

exploited the loose interpretation of land grant boundaries. The Mexican American.War, 

settled by the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, ceded New Mexico, (2:o)orado, and 

other southwestern regions to the US. Under the US ]ega) system the Spanish and 

Mexican land grants (defined, of COUI'Set by old roads and meandering rivers) were 

considered inaccurate. Ironically, centuries of possession and usage could not always 

prove ownership. Through Anglo manipu1ation of the US legal procedure, many villages 

lost their communal ejidos to savvy opportunisls.29 

n Jack Guinn, ··Hispanics Search for a New Imagc,n Empire .Uagazillc, 17w Delll'cr Post. Nov. 27 .. 1966. 
58-60. 
21 deBuys. 215-234. 
29 Ibid .• 177.185. 
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The outcome \vas profound. People had traditionally relied upon their land as a 

source of sustenance and identity; now, the land had lost a great deal of its productivity or 

\vas simply owned by somebody else. Some villages persevered, but numerous people 

had to adopt a non-vil1age lifestyle.lndividua1s and families, possessing little fonnal 

education, supported themselves through \\lage labor. Many traveled in and out of the 

region to find \vork. Some fonner villagers sought sugar beet jobs in the Fort Collins 

area. 

Significantly, Deutsch argues, some of the villagers who were faced \vith change 

opted for work that perpetuated group self-sufficiency rather than individual autonomy .. 

Homesteading, an alternative to wage labor, attracted some Hispanics. However, the 

successful homesteader used dry, non-irrigated lands for commercial farming-an 

adjustment away from traditional Hispanic farming techniques. This style of fanning also 

scattered families over the landscape, instead of clustering them near irrigation ditches 

and the local church. 'Vageworkers.j on the other hand, could travel to find jobs while 

maintaining part of the family in a house in the village. 1n this pattern, home base 

remained within the'social and economic circle of the community. 1\1any Hispanics 

preferred this method of subsistence, emphasizing the group at the center of the culture.30 

New Mexico and southern Colorado \vere not the only places that experienced 

dramatic change at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries. 

Contemporary events in Mexico encouraged a large number of people to look for work in 

the north. Venustiano Carranza, Mexican head of state from 1915-1920, outlawed debt 

peonage, and thus freed many northern peasants to leave the large landho1dings on which 

Xl Deutsch. 30-3 J. 
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they worked. In the midst of civil \var'l Mexico \vas an inhospitable home for many of its 

citizens; in the tumultuous years before 1915, ten percent of Mexicans died or left the 

country. Mobility offered these people an opportunity to avoid the conflict. To add to 

their crisis, Mexican peasants-like their Spanisb .. speaking counterparts in the 

southwestern United Sates-had also suffered a ]oss of ejido land in the nineteenth 

century.ln a familiar story about struggling to survive, many Mexicans looked northward 

for opportunity. Prospects for \vork existed in mines. quarries, on railroads and in fields. 

The sugar beet industry and its demand for large amounts of labor signified that Mexican 

immigrants and Spanish~speaking Americans \vould soon share the sanle niche in the Fort 

Collins sugar beet structure.J1 

Thus, the stage \vas set. 'VhiJe the settlement along the Cache ]a Poudre River had 

already been baptized with the English name UFort Collins," economic and natura] forces 

facilitated the arrival of Spanish-speakers. The roadmap indicates which group got there 

first. But maps are not the-only yardstick of landscape; in the unfolding tale, another 

group \vauld arrive, experience Fort CaBins and the sugar beet, and, in tum, shape their 

new environment 

31 Doug1as \V. Richmond .. 111t! Madan Nation: Hi.uorical Cmuinllil}, & !.Iodem Change (Upper Saddlc 
Rh'cr., New Jen;ey: Prentice Hall. 2002). 183. 199,234,236. 
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Fig. 3. 
Map of Colorado Sugar Beet Regions, 1924. (Coen, 12. Courtesy of Morgan Library, 
Colorddo State University) 
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Chapter Two
The Story of the Beet 

"I don't know how God gave us the strenglh ..• ,,32 

It \vas a cool spring morning in 1924, and somewhere in the southwest several 

families \vaited on a railroad platform, expectant for the northbound train. The families 

were large; many parents shepherded groups of five, six, seven children or morc. They 

also brought \vith them aU of the living accoutrements that they would need during the 

upcoming beet season: cooking utensils, their kitchen stove .. extra clothing, and, perhaps, 

feather beds. Small babies cooed and fussed in the arms of grownaups. Perhaps the babies 

sensed it-they understood that their whole family was wailing to board a train and ride 

into the unknown.13 

They stood on the platform that day because the fathers in the group had recently 

signed contracts; each had committed his family to work a set amount of sugar beet 

acreage on a farm in northern Colorado .. The majority of these people had probably never 

been to Fort CoB ins or the surrounding environs. However, they now planned to spend 

the rest of the spring, the summer, and the early fall on a farm outside of Fort Co11ins, 

l! l\'an vasquez, interview by author, 21 February 2002, Loveland. Colorado, informa1 dictalion. Ivan 
Vasquezli\'cd and worked in the sugar beet fields around Loveland, a small city a few mites to the south of 
Fort Collins . 
.JJ B. F. Cocn, Childrell Working Oil Farms ill Certain Sectiolls 0/ Nonhcm Colorado. Including the 
Districts Inlhe Vicinity o/Willdsor, Wellingtoll. Fan Collins. wl'eland. l...mlgmOIJl. Based lip 011 Sllldies 
Made Dlirolg SlUlll11Cr. Fall and Wimer. 1924 (Fort Collins, Colorado: Colorado Agricultural College. 
1926), 86-91; U.S. Depanmenl of Labor. Children's Bureau. Child lAbor ar"ld tire Work 0/ Afotlrers ill tile 
Beel Fields of Colorado alld MicltigOJI (\Vasington. D.C.: Government Printing Officc. J 923). 65; 
Hawthorne. 70. 



\vorking on a stranger's land, and probably living in whatever house the stranger 

provided.~ 

Most of these peop1e intended their move to be temporary. The contracts for work 

and shelter extended until the beel harvest was completed in the fall; afterwards, many 

families intended to leave, to \vinter in Denver or, perhaps, to return to their former 

villages farther to the south. As it \vould tum out, some famBies \vould make Fort Collins 

their home. Like Margaret and the rest of the Salas family, they were crossing a border, 

leaving the hispanicized southwest, and they might be leaving for good. And for the 

people who stayed in northern Colorado, the pervasive clement in the lives of field 

\vorkers-indeed, a pervasive element through the Jives of many Fort Conins 

residents-was the sugar beeL35 

The beet fields needed \vorkers. thus providing the impetus for Hispanics to 

migrate northwards. Representatives of sugar companies traveled to southern Colorado, 

Ne\v Mexico, and Texas, seeking families to work in the fields. They scouted out 

seulements like Pueblo, Aguilar, Trinidad, Raton and El Paso for their prospective Ulabor 

shipment." Recruiters used diverse advertising tactics: newspapers, handbil1s, and door-

to-door visitation. In addition, neighbors would certainly have exchanged news and 

opinions about these job prospects. A typical family contract offered free, round-trip 

railroad transportation; a habitable house and suitable drinking water for the dumtion of 

the beet season; and an opportunity to keep chickens, cows" and a garden. The contract 

also mentioned the number of acres that the family \vas responsib1e to \vork, the location 

)4 Ibid .• 8()"91; 1.1- \Villiams, .... Company Has L:trge Force Seeking Labor for Growers This Season." 
11lTOllgil Ille Lem'cs (April, 1924): ]69 .. 170. 
3$ (Mr. and Mrs. Martinez 1976.5-7); Deulsch, 34. 
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of the plots, the size of the house/shack in which the family would live, and the distance 

from the closest trading center.36 

\Vhile such a contract did not promise an easy lifestyle, it did have its attractions. 

It pledged decent living quarters and water.1t promised a predictable wage. And it 

suggested to Hispanic famBies that they could rely upon traditional sources of sustenance 

to supplement their income-the option to keep Hvestock and gardens. The vision of a 

comfortable house \vjth familiar animals and plants might prove to be (as the recruiters 

probably understood) the extra incentive that enticed more \vorkers. It was to these 

typical tenns that a father-whether he-could read or not-committed. He and his family 

now played a part in the Colorado sugar industry?' 

El Berabel- The Beer 

\Vhat circumstances attracted the families to the train platform to start \vith? The 

sweet lure of sugar beet profits had infected Colorado with beet fever, and the drive to 

recruit and contract beet \vorkers was a direct result. As the Hispanic families wailed for 

the train that would bring them to their new jobs .. they participated in a sugar beet drama 

that had been mounting for decades. By tracing this drama, we can better understand the 

momentum that eventually sought out and carried whole families to northern 

Colorado-and comprehend how Hispanic actors added their own mark to the setting. 

36 \V.E.. Skinner. Olllline: Mexicans ill Rural Colorado. (N.P.:11924'1J). 23·25; \ViUiams, 169·170: C.V. 
Maddux. "Some Facts Regarding Beet Labor:' Through lire Leaves (January. 1924): 50-51. 
)1 Skinner. 23-25: P. Gonzales. Expense receipt for recruilment lrip on behalf of The National Sugar 
Manufacturing Company. February, 1927. National Sugar Manufacturing Company Archive, Colorado 
Historical Society. Denver. 
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\Vith a twenty-first century palate, it is hard to imagine a world without sugar. In 

modem America, the sweet stuff finds its way into cereal, coffee, and many other day-to-

day 

foods. Dentists decry its insidious presence; dessert is n nightly ritual. Many nineteenth 

century Americans, in contrast, would have considered sugar a lUxury. Westerners who 

lived far from trading centers cherished even just a small bit of the sweet \vhite crystals. 

This might explain why Brigham Young, president of the Church of Jesus Christ of 

Latter-day Saints in Salt Lake City in the 1850's, became excited when his European 

missionaries reported upon the success of French sugar beet factories. Young wanted a 

locally available source of sugar for the relatively isolated Mormon community_ He 

directed the missionaries to purchase and bring back the precious beet seeds and 

expensive refinery equipment, and they did. A1though the enterprise ultimately lacked 

enough technical sophistication to..be successful, the motivation to bring the sugar-

making machinery to Utah-cnough to transport bulky apparatus up the Mississippi 

River to St. Louis, and then overland via multiple oX-learns-reflects the sweet tooth of 

western Americans in the nineteenth century.~s 

Mechanical and chemical expertise developed, and the beet sugar refining process 

reached maturity in the \Vest. Only a couple of decades after Brigham Young's failed 

experiment, commercial sugar beel factories profitably established themselves in the 

\vcstern United States. The Dingley Tarriff, signed by President McKinley in 1897, 

provided federal trade protection and powerfully boosted the infant beet industry. The 

ne\v tariff placed a duty of 78.87% on imported sugar, stimulating interest in domestic 

3.\ Leonard J. Arrington. Beet Sugar in lite We.sl: A Hislor), of lIlt! Ulall-Idaho Sligar Compan)', 189/·1966 
(Seatt1e: University of \Vashinglon Press. 1966).5·6. 
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sugar production.]n agricultural regions around Colorado, growers began to plant beets 

while companies established sugar-refining factories.39 

Because the beets would wither if not processed within days after the harvest, the 

vegetable root could not be refined in a distant facility. Thus, a sugar beet growing 

district and the local sugar factory became one interdependent unit-Fort Collins and its 

agricultural hinterland were economically tied. Sugar beet regions could be gauged by 

their amount of acreage put to beets, their numbers of factories, or both. By 1922, the 

sugar beet territory divided roughly into three groups: the Pacific states of CaHfornia, 

\Vashington, and Nevada (18 factories); the Rocky Mountain states of Utah, ldaho, 

Montana, Colorado, \Vyoming, Kansas, and Nebra.-;ka (55 factories); and the upper 

midwestern states of Minnesota, Iowa, \Visconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio 

(33 factories). Fort Collins was situated in the heart of sugar beet country.4ft 

But how did the sugar beet come to flourish in Colorado in the first place? The 

first beet growers imported the seeds and the refinement technology from Europe. 

However, the \vestern sugar beet industry \vas not entirely a human-imagined 

phenomenon, either. An innovative thinker in environmental ethics, Aldo Leopold, 

contended, "Many historical events, hitherto explained solely in tenns of human 

enterprise, were actually biotic interactions between people and the land. The 

characteristics of the Jand determined the facts quite as potently as the characteristics of 

39 Ibid.,. 6; \Villiam John May. Jr .• The Greal U'e.\"lem Sugarlallds: Tlte HiJtory oflhe Great W(!Stcnz Sligar 
Company and the Ecollomic Del-'elopment of the Greal Plains (New York: Garland Publishing. Inc., 1989). 
226-237. 
«J Ben Nelson and Edward \ViUis. History of Ille Fort Collills Faclory Di.flricl; 77le Greal Weslem Sligar 
Compall)' (Denver?]: Greal \\'estem Research Library, 1955).3·9; \V.D. Lippill. ·111c Beet Sugar Industry 
of the United States as Related to American Agriculture,," in 171roug" 'he LeIJW!.f 10 (Jan. 1922).4. 
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the men who lived on it.'~J \Vhile technological development and trade legislation 

contributed to Colorado's sugar boom, subtle, organic factors also played significant 

roles. The forces that brought the Hispanic families to the train platfonn cannot be 

"explained solely in tenns of human enterprise." Fort Col1ins and the South Platte River 

Valley of northern Colorado possessed the natural conditions for prime sugar beet 

fanning. 

The beet's "nature" existed on two levels in the Fort Col1ins landscape. As a plant 

that extracted sunligh4 absorbed ,vater, emitted oxygen, hosted parasites and competed 

\vith other species, the sugar beet participated in the natural world, evolved to fit into an 

organic realm of other plants and animals. But as a plant that people cultivated, 

harvested, processed and consumed, its "nature" was defined by its relationship to 

humans-its essential qualities that fanners and chemists struggled to manage. This 

second, human-oriented definition of the beet's nature applies to a history about sugar 

beet 'Yorkers. This story aims to explore the ·'biotic interactions between people and the 

In Through the Leaves-a monthly newsletter to beet farmers-the Great \Veslern 

Sugar Company praised the nature of the beet for it'i suitability for the region. Indeed, the 

sugar beet exhibited "a unique resistance to the effecLc; of alkali." Although the area's 

ground offered unpotable, alkaline ,vater-unsuitable for many crops or for human 

drinking purposes-the saJty dirt nourished young beet plants. In some parts of northern 

Colorado, the people had to haul in pure waler for their domestic usc, yet sugar beels 

thrived. Quick to grow, the plants shaded the dirt with their leaves, minimizing 

'" Aldo Leopold • .1\ Smul COlllllry Almallocy Wilh Essays 011 COIucn'ariOll/rom Round Ril'cr {New York: 
Ballantine Books9 1966).241. 
<41 Ibid .• 241 
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evaporation from the soil during the wann season, and thus discouraging salts from rising 

upwards in the ground. Indeed, after several years of being grown on salty Jand, sugar 

beets could actually reduce the quantity of certain kinds of salt in the earth:B 

Locally available irrigation \vater, plenty of sunshine, and a sufficiently temperate 

climate also contributed to Fort CoHins' fitness as a sugar beet district. Despite the 

relative dryness of the region, pioneers would have noticed that prairie grasses here stood 

taller and greener than they did on the plains farther east. Farmers could use the Cache la 

Poudre River and smaller creeks to tap distant mountain snowmelt for irrigation water. 

Even before the sugar beel arrived on the scene, a large complex of canals and ditches 

diverted water to various crops in northern Colorado. The ditch water was accessible to 

most farms; gates controlled and measured the flo\v. For the sugar beet farmer, the 

irrigation systems around Fort Collins represented a blend of naturally available water 

and human-created infrastructure."w 

A successful factory-vital for a successful sugar beet growing 

region-demanded its own list of obtainable ingredients from nature. Proper bricks, 

Jimerock, water, and fuel made a beet processing p]ant possible. A brick factory in nearby 

Soldier Canyon (now submerged beneath Horsetooth Reservoir) generated substantial 

bricks to \va11 up the factory. Limerock, used in the refinement procedure, could be 

quarried from Owl Canyon, 18 nliles northwest ofFon CoUins. Bui1ders placed the 

.0 Lippitt, 6--7; Adams. 1()"18. 
'" Adams, I; Colorntlo \Vater Conservation Boam. ··Statement Concerning 1942 Sugar Beet Production in 
Northern Colorndo \Vater Conservancy District and its Relation to the ColorndG-Big Thompson Project. 
Supplementing The Report of December) 941 entitled Agricultural Production in Northern Colorndo \Vater 
Conscrvancy District as Related to Natio~aJ Defense,'" (fDenver'?J: March. 1942),2; Harvey \V. \VHey~ 
Chief of Bureau of Chemistry. U.S. Department of AgricultufC. '111e Influence of Environment Upon the 
Composition of the Sugar Beet.'" (\Vashington: Government Printing Office, 190 I). 25·32; \Villiam 
\Vyekoff. Creating Colorado: 71,e Alakillg of Q Wcstrm American Lands·cape. 1860·1940 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, ) 999), 125-] 32; United Slates Bureau of the Census, ··Sketch Map of Colorado 
Showing the Irrigated Areas According 10 the Census. of 1900t Twelfth Census of the United Slates, J 900. 
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factory on the side of the Cache la Poudre River, granting access to the regions largest 

source of water. Coal~ too, was available in northern Colorado.45 

An unnatural (but very helpful) clement in the beet landscape was railroads. Sugar 

beets \vould not keep for more than a week once they had been removed from the ground, 

making autumn an intense period of harvesting and transporting the crop. Indeed, the 

biological character of harvested beets compel1ed capitalists to insure an efficient rail 

network. After beet plants had been pulled and topped, the beets needed to be brought 

inlmediately to the plant to be processed before they withered and lost their viability as a 

sugar source. Fortunate beet farmers possessed 1and near the sugar factory and, using a 

\vagon or truck~ could deliver their harvest rapidly. However, the factory aimed to 

process maximum quantities of beets. Outlying farms, therefore, needed access to rails in 

order to speedily transport their harvest to the factory depot. 1n response to the demand, 

various railroad spurs and lines threaded their \vay through the Fort can ins countryside. 

By 1906, the Great \Vestem Railway-an essential arm of the locally dominant beet 

company-\vas developed to the point that it "wou1d completely traverse the beet-raising 

district of northern Colorado" and connected each of the six sugar factories in Loveland, 

Longmont, Fort Conins, Greeley, Eaton, and \Vindsor. Specific "beet dumps," 

constructed, next to the tracks, accommodated the growers nearby_ Due to its 

transportation net\vork, the Fort CoBins factory could eventually process beets grown as 

far away as .\Vyoming .. 46 

~ Adams. I; Bert Nelson and Edwaru \Villis, "History of the Fort Collins Factory District, Thc Greal 
\Vc.c;tcm Su,garCompany. 1903·1955,~· (Great \Vestem Sugar Beet Company Library. 1954). 10. 17., ]8,20. 
Colorado Historical Society. Denvcr • 
.l6 Carey Mc\ViIliams, Faclorie ... ill 111£1 Field: Tilt! SIOl)1 ofAligrarory Fam, Labor ill Cali/omia (Boston: 
Linle. Brown and Company .. 1940).89: Nelson. 7.15" 21. 23, 26. 28; May .. 120-121. 
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In its youth, Fort Collins did not posses a developed ran system or sugar beet 

economy_ Established as an agricultural colony in 1872, the town grew slowly in its early 

years. The Colorado Agricultural CoUege opened its doors in 1879, initiating a tradition 

of local agrarian research. On April 15, 1888, the college planted about 1/4 acre of its 

garden with sugar beets-the first beel') known to be planted in the area. The experiment 

e~tab1ished that beels grown in Larimer County could offer a high, potentially profitable, 

sucrose level. In addition, the college determined that the waste from the beel refinement 

process-beet tops and pulp-made for inexpensive cattle and sheep fodder, suggesting a 

potential partnership bet\veen sugar production and a 10cal1ivestock industry. These 

findings piqued local interest; the news coincided \vith the rising sugar beet fever in the 

\Vest and the passing of the Dingley Tarriff Act of 1897.47 

However, the creation of a sugar processing plant could not rest in the 

independent hands of forward-looking entrepreneurs; the project required conscientious 

cooperation between local farmers and capitalists. Again, the sugar beet's tendency to 

wither soon after harvest influenced the community-not only did the beet's rapid 

perishability motivate the construction of rail Jines, but it also encouraged locals to 

consider their future as a group. Investors in the factory \vanted to be sure thallocal 

farmers had committed themselves to growing a set amount of beet acreage, guaranteeing 

a supply of locaUy grown beel';. Farmers convened at public meetings, discussing the 

recent development of sugar factories in other parts of Colorado. Most of the locals were 

only familiar \vith growing hay and grain crops. Ye4 sugar beet enthusiasm \vas ripe; 

47 Ibid .• 2-4~ 39-41; City ofFon Collins Planning and Development Depanmcnl i Neighborhood HislOI)' 
Projcc~ ··Archilccture and History of Buckingham. Aha Visla. and Andersonville;· (Boulder. Colorado: 
Community Services CoJJaborntive. 1983). 1·5; Mc\VilJiams. 83. 
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farmers agreed to plant a large amount of acreage to this new-fangled plant. TIluS, local 

business leaders in Fort Conins organized their own factory in 1902.48 

Two years later, stockholders sold their shares to a newly emerging giant, the 

Great \Vestem Sugar Company. Within the next ten years, the town's population more 

than doubled. Building construction surged. A streetcar system developed. And a crucial 

ingredient to this sugar bonanza was labor-\vorkers for the beet fields.49 

Even \vith al1 of the infrastructure and environmental blessings in the world, a 

region needed one crucial ingredient-labor-to complete a successful sugar beel season. 

The growth of large, desirable beets required detailed attention throughout their growing 

season. In fact, the demand for handwork in the fields often exceeded the abi1ities of farm 

fami1ies. Farmers who grew more than 20 acres typicaUy needed outside assistance. And 

in a region where sugar beets were a common and profitable commercial crop, the supply 

of \vage labor was outstripped by the demand. As much as \vealher, pesL~, and cultivation 

methods, the sugar beet farmer'S stmtegy necessarily incorporated the issue of labor. The 

sugar beet forced industry leaders to seek out new people to work in-and inhabit-Fort 

Collins.SO 

In J 902, farmers in Fort CoB ins \vere confident that they could hire "Russian 

help" to assist with the seasonal handwork. These workers-ethnically Gennan 

immigrants from Russia-hired on to work beet fields at $20.00/acre for one season. 

Arriving by train from Nebraska, many of these German-Russians were poor and ready to 

take whatever jobs that they could get. Even though they were an essential element to 

.Ii. Nelson. 4-6, J3. 
~ City ofFon Collins, 1·5; Nelson, 18 • 
.50 Sec Maxwell Mattoon. ··Beet l..abor.~ 77trougTz the Leal"es. January. 1922; 1I.S. Looper. ··Common Faults 
in the T~trncnt of l..nbor by FannclS1·' 771rougIJ lite LcOliC.r. April. 1922: NcJ!l.on. 8. 
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beet farming, they did not receive a high wage from the growers. Beet workers could nOl 

afford to build or buy themselves decent houses in Fort Collins. The sugar company 

recognized that they needed a steady, 10cal source of labor, and directly planned workers' 

neighborhoods to permanently house the newcomers. "Buckingham Place," platted in 

1903 by the northern banks of the Poudre River, was designed with the German-Russian 

beet ,vorkers in mind. Also established in 1903, nearby "Andersonvi1le" housed more 

beet workers. \Vhilc these small settlements could not provide hOlnes for an of the local 

farm hands, they clearly represent the sugar industry's urgency to establish a stable 

workforce.51 

From] 902 untH \Vorld \Var I, Gennan-Russian families fulfilled the bulk of the 

labor demand. The remaining work ,vas assumed by Hispanic ·'solos"-individual men 

,vho usually stayed in the area only as long as they had a job. Ahhough Fort CoB ins 

apparently never had a substantial Japanese prc..c;encc, "solos" of Japanese descent were 

recruited to ,vork the beels; in olher parts of Colorado. However, thjs balance of ethnically 

German, Hispanic and perhaps JClpancse beet workers in Fort Co1lins was not to be 

maintained. \Vartime restrictions on European immigrJlion diminished the steady supply 

of new German-Russian field hands. A few years later, the National Immigration Act of 

1924 pJaced permanent quotas on the influx of Europeans. Many of the established 

German-Russians in Fort Col1ins began to rent or buy farms of their own, further 

reducing the availability of local \\torkers .. Japanese "solos" in Colorado tended to fonn 

families and, like the German-Russians, begin their own agricultural ventures. The sugar 

Sl Kenneth \V. Rock. Gennans From Russia in America: 77ze FirJl1/undud rear.f. (Fon Collins: Co1orado 
Stale Uni\'en;ity~ 1976), 1.4·6: Nelson. 8: City of Fon CoUins, 9·14. 
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beet industt)' needed a new source of family laborers, and recruiters looked southward 

with more intensity.s2 

Los Betabeleros- The Beet workers 

The people who \vorked in beel fields-fanners' families, Gennan-Russian 

immigrants, Japanese "'50105" and Hispanic migrants-all shared an interaction with the 

sugar beet plant. \Vhile these varied groups might have come to the fields fronl different 

backgrounds, they immersed themselves in the same tasks. But as the local beet industry 

matured, the Spanish-speaking bctabeleros assumed more and more of Fort Conins fie1d 

\vork. \VhiIe Hispanic migrants became increasingly associated with the beet, the beet 

became linked \vith local Hispanic identity_ 

The expanded need for beet workers coincided \vith economic and political 

instability in Mexico and the south\vestern U.S. Now, whole Hispanic families traveled 

northward. They left behind homes and fanns that could not support them, or perhaps 

sought refuge from the tunnoil of the Mexican Revolution. Margaret Salas Martinez 

recalled growing up in the 1910's and 1920's in Fort Conins; her fatnily left New Mexico 

and lived in Buckingham neighborhood with 4'Gennans." Like olher Hispanic families, 

the Salas family traveled to northern Colorado. They stayed permanently and worked in 

the sugar beet industry.53 

Sll haven't discoyercd evidence that Japanese workers played a Jarge pan in the Fon Collins sugar beet 
story_ although they were prescnt elsewhere in ahe Slale. Harry Schwartz., Sea.fonaJ Fan" Labor ill tht:' 
Uni/ell Stales. Wi,h 5"pecial Reference 10 Hired Worken in Fntit and Vegetable Gild Sugar.Beet 
Production. {New York: Columbia University Press. J945}. 11 J; 
Deutsch. 34~ 128·29; Aguayo. 107. 112. 
}J (Mr. and Mrs. Charles !\1aninez 1976,5-7) 
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In 1935, local author Hope \VilJiams Sykes published her nove) Second lioeing. 

Setting her story in uValley City"-understood by readers to be Fort Collins-Sykes told 

the tale of Hannah SchreissmilIer and the German Russian community of beet workers. 

The story began as Hannah's large family moved out of "'Shagtown" (a fictional tenn 

probably used to correspond \vith uthe Jungles," aka Buckingham neighborhood) and 

onto a rented sugar beet fann. The SchreissmHlers were moving on up-no longer hired 

hands on somebody else's field, they \vould now labor over their own sugar beet plants. 

Ahhough Spanish-speaking workers frequently performed the same ex. act jobs and lived 

in the same exact neighborhoods as Gennan Russians in the 1920's and 1930's, they 

apparently pJayed no part in Hannah's world. Nonetheless, Sykes' book serves to 

familiarize the reader with Hannah's daily life on a sugar beet fann. One thing is made 

c1ear: \vork shaped the life of beet )aborers.~ 

One non-fictional \voman \vho grew up in the Fort Collins area stated: 

He [my father] went to the fields and_he worked in the sugar faclory, beets all that 
type of thing. AbeJardo, Marta and me, tIS three, we used to get up at three o'clock 
in the morning, and dad used to take us to do becls9 sugar beel$. 1'd say the rows 
'were like a mile long.1t would lake an day just maybe to finish one row, bUl we'd 
get up car1y and we'd come home, l"d say around five.ss 

Manual labor dominated and defined the lIispanic work experience in the Fort C01lins 

area. Hispanic migrants found emp]oymenl in quarries and mines, on ranches and 

railroads, and in the fields of various crops. However, sugar beet work provided the 

prevalent~.consistent demand for Jabor. This, jndependently~ had attracted many families 

to northern Colorado. The nature of sugar beet work tended to intensify the bonds of 

~ Hope \Villiams Sykes, Second Hocing. (Lincoln: Unh'c~jly of Nehraska Prc!;s. 1935). For excerpts on 
work in the beets. see 12.35-43.72·74.92·95.126-35. 155·62. J66-69, 177. 192·96.200·01,249·51,257· 
59; (Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martinez 1976.54) 
~ ·'Maria." quoled in Barham Ha\\1homc, 92. 
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family and friendship, \vhile hindering the development of a larger~ well·networked 

Hispanic community. 

Sugar beets are gnarled, lumpy, dirty-looking roots-a plant only a farmer could 

love. Or, perhaps, the hired hand \vho must tend it and nurture its growth for the greater 

part of a year. Farmers typical1y needed hired laborers beginning in May, but their work 

could start as early as March. The first weeks consisted of ublocking and thinning," a 

process of removing excess beet plants to make way for the best specimens. The beet 

plants gre\v from a seed ball containing one or more germ, resulting in a mass of 

seedlings springing from the ground early in the season. In this natural, unaltered density~ 

these plants would not develop desirables beets. Therefore, a worker, using a long or 

short-handled hoe, ubtoc};cd'; the young beet-plants into bunches about 12 inches apart .. A 

"thinner" crawled behind, removing all but one plant from each bunch. 'Vhen a \vorker 

used a short-handled hoe, he/she \vould perform both blocking and thinning. Because 

field hands had to complete this task before the plants grew too large, they frequently 

perfonned under time pressure. Thinners often peifonned their job \vhile walking on their 

knees,,56 

Hoejng~ the second stage~ lasted until July. DependIng upon the weediness of the 

fields, this operation might. be pcrfonned by workers two or three times during lhe 

season. Like the thinning process, each hoeing had to be performed \vithin a short 

timefrnme; each day, workers might have spent fourteen to fifteen hours in the fie1ds.51 

Next, the fanners and field hands experienced some down time. They had already 

thinned and tended the healthiest specimens: now, they \vailed and \vatched the plants 

56 Adams. 33-36: City of Fort Collins. 9·10. 
11 Schwartz. J02-105; City of Fort Collins. 9-10. 
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grow. Many workers utilized this period to find work in other crops. However, the 

contracts bound the worker families to return to the beet fields for the final push of the 

season. 

1n mid-autumn, about six to eight weeks after the last hoeing, the beet harvest 

began. The fanner loosened the plants from the ground with a mechanical or horse-drawn 

puller. 'Vorkers were responsible for picking up the beets, clapping them together to 

remove dirt, and placing them in piles. In the final stept field ,yorkers "topped" the plants. 

To perform this task, they used large, heavy knives \vith hooks on the end. The tool served 

two functions: the knife's hook could grab the plant from a pile on the ground, whi1e the 

blade could slice the crown of the root, separating the beet from the leaves. Fanners 

strategicaI1y wanted to prolong the period before harvest; the coo) months of late fa11 added 

the most sugar content to their crop. The last stages of field labor, then, frequently exposed 

\\'orkers to the icy \veather of late fan.~ 

Fanners did not typicaJly provide much training for these duties; most healthy 

individuals could cany them out. This meant that each family contributed many members 

to the fields.59 Farmers desired dependable labor throughout the season. To meet the 

fanners' needs, "contract families" comnliued to working a set amount of acreage each 

year. The famlcr and the head of the household (usual1y the father) signed these contracts, 

pledging the family to complete a specified amount of work at a certain rote. In 1924, 

S23.00 constituted the standard payment per acre. Although these agreements said nothing 

about the number of laborers, parents. fann owners, and company agents expected that 

ss. Skinner. 27. 
59 Robert McLean. "Mexicans in the Beet Ficlds.'· (1924) in lIiJpallic Co/aroda: FOllr Ce1UlIrics: II1s10ry 
alUi Heritage cds. E\clio Echc\rcma and Jo~e O~cro. (Fort Collins: Centennial Puhlic.ations. 1976). 78-79. 
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children old enough to do beet work would help. Indeed, larger families contntcted to work 

more acres ofbeets.w 

Therefore, the nature of the beet strongly influenced-if not dictated-the nature 

of the labor. A sugar beet grew over a long season and needed human attention at various 

stages in its development. The reliability of a family contract system assured the beet 

grower that the work \vould be completed. ]t also necessitated that working families \vouJd 

spend the majority of their year in Fort Collins; the sugar beet added a new \vorking class 

element to the local community. 

The family system of work underlined the significance of unity; all hands 

provided a meaningful t perhaps crucial, contribution to the daily bread. Family members 

worked toward a common goal: one Jiving \vagc. Althou£h their toil was disagreeable' on 

most accounts, some \vorkers looked back upon their efforts with pride. In one former 

working family, the brother, Abelardo, recalled: 

1 remember my father in the fields. 1 can tell you, nobody evcr topped beets ]ike my 
dad. He was the best that there was. He tried to teach me how to do this, but 1 \vas 
never very good at it. 1 remember one day ,ve were out in the field doing that 
(blocking and thinning); it was 100 degrees in town and we were out in the field, 
and it \vas about 104 degrees.] just couldn~t go any further. J was sweating so hard 
that my face was red. 

The one thing that I 10ved to do was to pick beans because wc used to pack 
those sacks fun of beans and then you'd have to carry them over to where they were 
weighed and then they'd pay you for them. \Vhat] did, I tried to be strong and carry 
those beans because ,ve used to gel paid four bucks for that sack of beans. 110ved it. 
lt also proved that I \vas macho and strong and 1 could do this sort of thing. That 
was my favorite fieldwork, beans .•. 

His siSler, ~1arta, remembered: 

\Ve worked beans, tomatoes, and chilies in the Fort Conins area. \Ve would get up 
early in the morning. It was bc;.mliful in the morning. 11 was nicc and cool. \Vc 

ro Cocn. 80.81; £\'a (Mrs. Lee) Martinez.. intcn'iew by Charlene Trcsner and l.loyd Levy. transcript of lape. 
25 April~ 1975 .. 1 .. 2. Oral History Archivc. Fort Collins Public Library. 
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\vould start picking beans. Then it would start getting so hot in the daytime, and we 
had to go get water. \Ve had to go to the bathroom in the cornfields.lt was just 
miserable. It \vas so hot and \ve had to \vear a big hat just to cover us from the sun. 
Maria, she used to fall asleep bec(luse she couldn't handJe the work. She would pass 
out because it was so hot.lYly dad said, "Let her s1eep.""1 

Both Abelardo and Marta characterized their experiences as harsh, yet they both 

acknowledged a point of pride or loveliness in the fields. Their appreciation \vas 

tempered by bodily experience of their material surroundings. They were familiar with 

heal, smells, fatigue., and rarefied moments of beauty. Regarding physical experiences, 

Richard \Vhite contends that bodily work is a medium through which humans interact 

with and kllow nature. Addressing the issue in U 'Are You an Environmentalist or Do 

You \Vork for a Living?': \Vork and Nature," \Vhitc argues that too frequently people 

encounter nature only through their recreation and leisure. fIe presents the evocative 

example of Le\vis and Clark: modem readers of the expeditionary accounts look for 

details about the grandeur and beauty of the landscape, yet Lewis and Clark themselves 

dedicate a great many words to the daily challenges of trJvel. "\Vhat most deeply 

engaged these first white men with nature, what they wrote about"most vividJy, \vas 

work: backbreaking, enervating, heavy work. The labor of the body revealed that nature 

was cold, muddy, sharp, tenacious, slippery. Many more of their adjectives ulso described 

immediate, tangible contact between Ih~ body and the nonhuman worJd."62 Like these 

Anglo explorers, Abelardo and Mana explored the fields, and came to know them in 

individual, painful, and rewarding ways. The intense physicality of their efforts seared 

61 UMarta," Ha\\,lhorne~ 69. 
a Richard \Vhitc .... "Are You an Environmentalist or Do You \Vork for a Living?·: \Vork and Nature." 
from Uncommoll Groulld: Rethinki1lg the !hllllan Placl!;11 Nature ed. \ViUiam Cronan, (New York: \V.\V. 
Nonon & Company, 1996), 173. 176-77. 
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itself into their memories. AU of the workers-Lewis and ClarK, Abelardo and 

Marta-,vished to record their struggles with the elements. 

Vigorous \vork could create a meaningful bond between people and the land, a 

bond that humans intema1ized and carried with them. Writer Ed Quillen states: 

"Personally, I've never known a hard-rock miner who wasn't also a rock collecter, and 

this hobby implies a relationship that runs somewhat deeper than a paycheck."63It seems 

that workers ,vho are geologically engaged on a daily basis can't get rocks off their mind. 

\Vhile the monotonous fieldwork in sugar beets and other crops differed vasL1y from the 

diverse tasks which Hispanic villagers had engaged in, \vork on the land was still work on 

the land. \Vhen sugar beet work dominated someone's Jife-demanding strenuous effort 

through most of hjs or her waking hours-it may be presumed that these intense labors 

produced strong reactions in a person. Some ,yorkers responded \vith pride in their 

particular tasks. AbcJardo recal1ed the pains that beet workers took to perform the job 

'wen: 

The thing is you'd always have to leave one stem there, you can't leave two. 
That's why you call it thinning. and the reason why is because if you leave one 
stem it win grow a lot faster and produce a 10t more fruit. If you leave two, there 
wi1l be two fighting each other ... Hard to leam.~ 

Although sugar company leaders frequently categorized beet workers simply as 

"unskilled labor"-a nameless cog in the beet sugar machine-cffective field workers 

contributed a personalized, experienced effoTt. They. in fact, had crucially important 

ski1ls. In a comparabJe situation, Douglas Sackman highlights the human clement jn the 

industrialized procedure of packing oranges in southern California. Judging and packing 

M Ed Quillen f -rhe -Niche \Vest' Reconnect.s Us to the L:md f"· IUgh Country News 34 (April 1.2002): 20. 
64 "Abelardo." I1a\\1homc. 76. 
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onmges, house managers admitted, demanded a human eye and hand. Recognizing and 

enhancing the abilities of individual workers-rather than designing a new system of 

mechanization-could increase efficiency. The human eye and hand \vcre also 

coordinated to nurture sugar beets, as veteran workers could verify. "Fieldwork is an art," 

averred Stella DeLeon, the daughter of migrant workers. 'The people who do it take 

pride in their \vork.]t takes experience to thin beets properly. Poor thinning can wipe out 

an entire field."65 

As much as fieldwork involved an aesthetic, honed ski]], it also involved 

endurance and performance under pressure. \Vorkers could appreciate the diligence and 

expertise of their coworkers-their fami1y members. 1n this environment, children and 

parents came to kno\v each other not only on a personal, familial level but also in a 

professional sense. HAnd today, I can tell you, nobody ever topped beets like my dad. He 

was the best that there was because] \vas on the side doing the same thing. To top and 

thin the beet, he \vou]d take two rows on his knees and] couldn't catch him with onc 

ro\\,."66 Brothers and sisters and mothers and fathers came to understand each olher's~ 

work ethics, physical capabilities .. and attitudes. Sometimes families brought young 

children and babies to the field; if they could not work, they might be told to stay under a 

shady tree or in a special wagon that \vas brought for them. Children would know beet 

fields in their earliest memories. In these circumstances t Jabor conditions inhibited the 

dcvelopmcnt of boundaries bctween private life and work )ifc. Families were as much an 

economic unit as they were a group of intimate relations. 

f6 Colorado \V:1tcr Con~cr\'ation Board. 4·5: Dou£Jas Sackman. '''Nature's \Vorkshop: The \Vork 
En\fironmenl and \Vorke~· Bodies in California"s Citrus Industry~·· £'WimnI1lClllnl History 5 (January 
2000) .... 0-41: Stella DeLeon as quoted by Lihhy Jamc.\. "Mi£rant workers have special friend bere;" Fan 
Collills Coloradoan February 25, 1979.2. 
M .. Abclardo." Hawthorne, 50. 
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The standard beet working unit consisted of the father, some children, and, 

sometimes, the mother. Not every Hispanic mother chose and/or needed to work, and a 

1921 study estimated that about four mothers in ten did not. The daily work of women, 

therefore, varied from family to family. A working mother would become integrated into 

the sugar beet work and a non-working mother would spend her day at the family's 

house.67 A mother who did not \vork in the sugar beets could participate more fu1ly in the 

traditional role of female villagers. Being at home could free a woman to tend to young 

or sick children, cook, clean, or maintain a garden. At home, her domestic work could 

active1y foster the flavors and patterns of a Hispanic family's cultural lifestyle. In her 

1976 interview, Margaret Sales lvlartinez proudly demonstrated her proficiency in the 

kitchen. She cooked handmade torti1Jas, chili.. tacos, bueii01as, burritos and tamales. 

Clearly, her cooking abilities were a source of pride for she and her husband, and she 

believed that her diet had remained unchanged throughout her 10ng Iifetime"G8 Cuisine 

\vas symbolic on a day-to-day basis, perpetuating the family's sensory understanding of 

their identity .. \Vomen \vho had more time to focus on household tasks could help 

maintain the family's sense of cultural identity.(/} 

Gardens, cit would seem, might have flourished around the homes of beet workers. 

After all, recruiters had promised potential beet famiiies space for vegetable plOlS, 

chickens and cows. In ~lddjtion, these plants and anima1s had traditionaJly belonged 

within the feminine realm of Hispanic vi 11 ages; mothers who stayed home from the fields 

could adopt familiar duties. However, Skinner's report in ) 924 indicates that "most of the 

contract and wage families bought the majority of the Jiving, paying for it on credit 

6i SJ.;inner~ 29. 
M (Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martincz1976. 4J-47) 
fh Skinner. 29. 
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About 90/0 of the contract families had gardens and 3c}b had potato patches. The livestocK 

owned by contract and wage famiJies was much Jess than that of other economic 

groups."iO ln 1924, homegrown vegetables and meat were nOl a part of the typical beet 

family's diet. Although some houscholds may have eaten family-raised food, the ability 

of some women to direct extra attention to the home did not guarantee this. Gardens and 

domestic animals \vould appear more frequently as Hispanic families grew deeper roots 

in the community. 

Indeed, women may have preferred to stay at home and garden. Their labor at 

home \vas distinct and acknowledged; in the fields, they worked as another pair of hands 

under their husband9 s names. \Vhen a season's contract was fUlfiJlcd, the family's labors 

were compensated for \vith a singlc check to the father. Many fathers responsibly spent 

their family's \vages on food supplies for the \vinter. However, mothers and grown 

children did not have the opportunity to manage their own earnings, dccreasing their 

security in the case that the male head was a careless spender. This patriarchal family 

contract system also brought long-term consequences: females and children who worked 

during the mid-twentieth century could nOl add to their socia) security accounts. As a 

result, some senior citizens in 2002 receive about $200 a month in social security 

payments-a sum that probably does nol reflcct the quantity of wage labor that most of 

these individuals have worked in their lifetime. \Vhile many Hispanic vi1lagers probably 

did not experience the social security program, they acknowledged the contributions of 

an members of a family; women, in particular, would have earned status for their work. 

For villagers who moved to nonhern Colorado. the family contract system elevated the 

-;u Ibid., 24.25. 57. 
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economic significance of fathers-at the expense of women and children--cven as it 

mingled them into the same field.'· 

'Vhile mothers in sugar beet families contributed their daily work to the home or 

the fields, some sugar beet children attended school. State Jaw mandated that aU children 

attend schoo1.ln Fort Collins, however, this law was rarely enforced when it applied to 

working children; the beet season extended into the spring and fall months of the school 

year, and seriously curtailed the amount of time that Jaboring pupils could attend class. 

This stresses the tension between society and the beel: law and social nonos were 

overwhelmed by the demands of the sugar beet industry. In 1924,"Miss Brown of the 

Northern Colorado School District compiled statistics on 519 Spanish-speaking children. 

She categorized the vast majority of these students as Uretarded"-one, two, or three 

years behind in their studies. Certainly, there \\fere several factors that could contribute to 

poor attendance. l\1igratory conditions kept children on the road and switching schools, 

and inferior living circumstances encouraged illness. Hispanic children kne\v that their 

class \vould be taught in another language, and that they would subjcct to new cultural 

nonos.ln the long run, though, these childrcn-second-generation migrants-attained 

greater English speaking skins and accultumtion than their parents. They represented a 

gradual Hispanic adjustment to their new region; they could nOl easily embrace the 

educational system as a Jadder to opportunity, but they were exposed to how it 

functioned. They could gain sufficient fluency in English to translate for parents and 

relatives. Howevery their families' labor system obviously thwaI1ed their sch01astic 

71 It should he noted that the Social Security Act. p~sed in J 935. did nOl initially hcncfit agricultural 
workers anyway. Benefits were expanded to more workcr~ during the 1960's. See American Social HiMory 
Project. Who Bllill Amcrica?: WorMlIg Pcople amllhe Narioll's' &OIlOI11Y, Politics, Culture. Gild Society. 
Voilime TlI"o: From tire Gilded Age 10 the Prc5cl11 (New York: Pantheon Books. 1992).425.452: (Vasquez. 
2002): DeutM:h. 60·62. 
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progress. l\10re than any other reason, their ability to contribute to their family's income 

impeded the fonnal education of Hispanic beet \vorking children.7::! 

As their classmates recited Jessons, the brothers and sisters in a beel family 

performed hand labor. Blocking and thinning beets-a process carned out close to the 

ground-especia1Jy utilized short arms and legs. ln a 1924 study conducted in 

cooperation \vith the National ChiJd Labor Committee, researchers determined that 

laboring children of aU families (including land-holding families) \vorked \vith the crops 

an average of 8.3 hours a day, for an average of 44 days a year. In general, children of 

contract families spent 9.4 hours a day in the field. ~lthough German-Russjans 

comprised a large portion of the contract families in 1924, HMexicann and "Spanish" 

children tended to work the longest hours of any group.73 

The process of lending to the beetroot had more than a socio-economic influence 

on its attendants: it could literal1y shape their bodies. In ] 923, the Children's Bureau of 

the U.S. Department of Labor surveyed the health of 1,022 children \vorking in the beet 

fields of Colorado. The physician found only 5 children to be "without defect or 

disease."7" Some problems-such as ma1nutrition and looth decay-were indirectly 

related to the subjects' status as sugar beel chi1dren. To make the crop profitable, sugar 

bectlabor was cheap; therefore, sugar beet families were typical1y poor, therefore, sugar 

beet children did not have access te) healthy food and professional medical and dental 

attention. Malnutrition and cavilies were common maJadies-cxacerbated, but probably 

not caused by, the sugar beet industry. 

7:! Miss Brown. "r\ge and Grade Distribulion of 5 J 9 Spanish Speaking Children. Showing Number and 
Percent. Accelerated. At age. and Rcrarded." in Skinner. hack pockcl~ Hawthorne. 180·181. 
1:iCoen, 37. 
i.e U.S. Department of Labor .. \'. 72·7S. 
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However~ the beet could leave a more distinctive and physical brand upon the 

children. The repetitive motion involved in caring for hundreds of plants left its mark. In 

the Department of Labor's 1923 medical examination of beet-working children in 

Colorado, Dr. Gertrude A. Light determined that 66.1 % of the group had the orthopedic 

defect known as 4~wjnged scapu]ae." According to the report, when a child has "winged 

scapulae" hislher "back is high and bowed over, the chest is dragged downward, and frcc 

action in breathing is interfered with." The government report pubJished this analysis; 

The high percentage of \vinged scapulae suggests that the steady stooping in the 
kneeling and crouching position which bJocking and thinning necessitate and the 
intermittent stooping to handle and lift the very considerable weights invo1ved in 
the harvest has an effcct on the outline and posture of the growing child's body.'s 

Apparently, the Spanish language was not the on1y thing some beet children had in 

common. Their skeletal system told the story of their daily encounter \vith the same 

plant. In the spring, these children groped through the dirt, constant1y bending their 

growing bodies to help the young plants grow big and strong. The process of blocking 

and thinning required the worker to kneel upon his or her knees, \vading down long 

rows of crops. To thin effectively, the worker Jeaned forward, extending both arms to 

pluck the plants. Translated into modem medical1enns, the process of thinning beets 

forced the workers' scapula to be protracted for prolonged periods of time. A 

predictable result of this activity is a weakening of the Serratus Anterior, a deep 

muscle that pulls the scapula to the ribs. \Vhen the Serratus is weak, the scapula fan 

out from the back in a UwingcdH fashion. \Vhile the condition docs not necessarily 

cause pain, it cannot be isolatcd from the rest of the body; ,yorkers who spent 

7l Ihid .• 76. 
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between 8 and 12 hours in one stint of blocking and thinning \vould have exhausted 

their who1e body, and a weak Serratus Anterior could very possibly have contributed 

to back or shoulder pain. At the end of the day, the children finally stood up straight, 

shook out their dusty frocks and overal1s, and walked their stiff and aching bodies 

back to the house.i6 

The 1923 exams identified another common circumstance-cases of Uflat 

fOOL," that is, collapsed arches. The investigator argued that the 

cause of flat foot in so considerable a number of cases (2J.6 %) in the present 
study may again be laid to undue strain on immature musc1es ... The existence at: 
left flat foot only, or the presence of a more marked colJapse of the arch on the left 
foot side in case both feet were affected, ,vas noted, which recalled the fact tl1al 
children often support the weight of the body on the left foot and raise the right 
knee in topping beets.77 

Once again, the repetition of motion, combined \vith immature musc]es, appears to be 

the culprit. The harvest-time process of topping-using a knife to whack the foliage off 

of the uprooted bcclS-callcd for a particular stance. According to the conjecture of 

contemporary health \vorkers, long days of unvaried work altered and changed young 

bodies. Each beet itself may have been innocent, producing little affect, yet the 

accumulation of malians-motivated by the promise of larger profits for the farmer and 

stable wages for the beet family-indicates that the humans needed a large quantity of 

beels to make their venture worthwhile. As the children's feel testified. the va1ue of the 

sugar beel was in its numbers. The woody root had physicany left its imprint upon the 

Hispanic community. 

10 Florence ·Peterson Kendall. P.T •• F.A.P.T.A •• MUJclcs: T CJlillg lmd FU11ction, FOlln" Erlitioll. with 
POllllTC and Pain {Baltimore: \Vmiami & \Vi1kin~, 1993).288·29,3. 
11 U.S. Department of Labor. 77. 
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Indeed~ the beet imposed a lasting image. In the home of a former beet worker, 

Ivan Vasquez, I was introduced to his sister. In the midst of our discussion on sugar beel 

\vork, she nonchalantly showed me the stub of one of her index fingers. The rest of the 

finger Jay buried on a fann-a sacrifice to the topping knife, buried by lvan himself. 

Although Ivan's sister has put her sugar beet work years behind her, sugar beet \vork 

cannot be separated from her maturing identity_ In fact, her stub requires maintenance; 

she stated that she keeps it fi1ed down. Most like1y, this isn't an isolated case; the 

process of topping sugar beets probably claimed many fingers and caused other 

permanent injuries?~ 

Perhaps there is another, broader sign that one has spent time laboring in the 

fields. One former migrant \vorker stated, HI can teU by Jooking at people whether or not 

they are farm workers. It doesn't matter whether they are local residents or true 

migrants. If they have spent years in the fields, 1 can teU i1.,,79 \Vas there a certain badge 

of distinction, present in one's physical appearance, which went beyond stooped backs, 

flat fect, or missing fingers? 

If nothing else, contrnct.families learned how to pass their working hours as easily 

as possib1e. UIt was fun," said Elsie -Vasquez, reflecting upon her childhood in the fields. 

\Vhen 1 asked her \vhy the beet work was fun. she told me, dlt was something to do.H You 

could go to movies once in awhile. but you had to go to town and the movies cost money_ 

\Vhat else could you do with your time? The beet fields were a place \vherc Elsie could 

hang out with her family. talking, laughing, singing. \Vhcn it got hot, you could jump in 

the inigation ditch to cool off. So even though Elsie and her family engaged themselves 

n (Vastjuez 2002) 
~ (Stella deJ..eon 1979. 1) 
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in strenuous work, their minds and their voices were free to express thoughts and leU 

jokes. The fields served as an interactive social space for the family members; there was a 

lot of time to talk.:-O 

Although beet growers often assigned specific fields to a particular family, 

handwork in other crops mixed people together. During luJls in beet season, many 

Hispanics sought other kinds of agricu1turaJ work. Opportunities existed to work side by 

side with laborers from different families; however, the companionship did not always 

bJossonl .. Regarding her family's experience in the pOlato fields, Marla said, 

\Vc didn't know the other migrant workers. We just said, uGood Morning," and that 
\vas it. People were private more. They would work bUllhere was no 
communication. Most of the people were from 11exico and Texas. They were 
fan1i1ies with little childrcn .... they \vere poor.s, 

It seems that the transitory nature of the \vork, combined \vith the varied origins of 

laborers, produced a workforce \vith a disparate background and Httle time to become 

acquainted. Not all families stayed on in one area, and many \vould simp1y move with the 

seasonal labor demand. Given that beet work isolated families to certain acreage for more 

than half of the year, it would b~ surprising jf an extensive and cohesive Hispanic 

community forged its 1inJ~s through the \vorkplace. Fieldwork in crops other than beels 

did not necessarily encourage a large, open, kinship among all Hispanics; on a smal1er 

scale, however, it did appear to promote light bonds with close friends. Marta spoke of 

the support that workers had for each other. ·'My father \\'as a wage laborer. He wouJd 

hear of field jobs through the word of mouth of his friends, 'Hinojos, leCs go find a job. 

There's tomatoes. Let's go to Fort Lupton." ... it was these friends who got toge1her to 

5n Ibid. 
II "'Marla;· Hawthorne. 72. 
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look for jobs in order for them to survive." \Vorkers pooled their resources, sharing 

information, food and transportation. If someone had a car, they'd offer a ride to their 

comrades. Having a network of friends helped to make ends meet. Although fieldworl; 

didn't facilitate a broadly based Hispanic community, it fostered important connections 

between friends.c 

Thus, the nature of the sugar beet became infused into the patterns of workers' 

lives. Social encounters bet\veen relatives, friends, and co-\vorkers \vere based upon a 

family contract system, a system designed to most efficiently nurture and harvest the beet 

plant through its growth cyc1e. The lIispanic labor experience \vas the necessary means 

of survival among a certain popUlation. Most Hispanics moved to Fort CoJlins because 

they could not subsist in their original homes. Although the field labor provided 'an 

income, the payment was meager and stability difficult to find. As some mothers spent 

their day working in the home, they tasks could actively preserve certain familiarities 

from their previous life. In the English-speaking system education system of Fort Collins, 

Hispanic children directly made contact with a new language and a new culture. 

AlLhough they cou1d not achieve a traditional definition of success in schools, children 

gained a level of familiarity with their cultural environment, initiating a gradual 

adjustment of successive generations.ln general, however .. fieldwork characterized the 

daily experience of many children and most adu1ts. Hours were long and tasks were 

arduous. Conditions encouraged people to seek comfort and look inwards, to rely upon 

family and friends to get by. 

n Ibid." 70. 
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In the memories of the adults who arrived in F0l1 CoBins-and, perhaps, in the 

stories absorbed by their chi1dren-their previous existence must have seemed like a 

different lifetime. To have grow up and lived in a village in southern Colorado, New 

Mexico, or Mexico was to have known a degree of constancy and tradition. Although 

villagers lived in poverty, they could maintain themselves; in nOlthem Colorado, the 

living was much more tenuous. Here, Hispanics understood that they were low on the 

local totem pole, fulfilling the economic demand for "squat" labor. They did not view 

their lives as ideal, and looked to the future for improvement. As Marta's sister, Maria, 

insinuated, it may have been easier to have a positive outlook on fieldwork once you had 

left it: 

So, I mean, I like it.lJ was hard, but I ]ike it, I enjoyed it, but] also knew that I'm 
not going to do this for the rest of my life. It's too hard. I want to get paid for my 
work. I want to get an education, and I want to show what I can do, you know, get a 
trade. But I'm not going to condemn migrant work. It's a useful thing. If it wasn't 
for us, who's going to do all this? So, I respect migrant work.S

} 

Around Fort Collins, Hispanics became identified primarily as field workers. In his 

1924 study of children working on northenl Colorado farms, B.F. Coen determined that 

among farmers, on]y two fathers in the region spoke Spanish. These two farmers were 

tenants, not landowners.84 In that same year, another researcher, Robert McLean, 

identified FOl1 Col1ins as the only locale known in the region to have even this amount of 

farming anlong Hispanics. A labor manager contributed his opinion: 

1 do not look for them to buy land. They are not thrifty like the German-Russians. 
But the farmers may come more and more to tum the beet over to them and let them 

83 "l\1aria," Hawthorne, 80-81. 
&J eoen, 54. 
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farm them. This work, you know, is adapted to the Mexican temperament. They 
take life easily and don't mind being idle part of the year.85 

Perhaps this 1abor manager did not know that many of his Spanish-speaking 

employees had a rich heritage of land ownership and farming. Some employees had 

known previous lifestyles that offered economic independence and sustenance. In a 

village, each man was his own master and equal with his neighbors. Village families in 

New Mexico would raise com, wheat, barley, oats, chickpeas, pinto beans, and potatoes. 

They supplemented their crops with chicken, pork, beef, lamb, mutton, goat, and fish and 

whatever wild game was available. They control1ed the means to feed themselves.s6 

In northern Colorado, self-sustenance also depended upon access to the land. In 

1924, families that owned their land raised two-thirds of what they ate, tenants, less than 

one-half, and contract families bought most of their food supply.87 As Hispanic migrant 

families were almost exclusively contract families, Spanish-speakers around Fort Collins 

c1early did not reap a living directly from the land. Although some families may have 

been able to tend a vegetable or potato patch, they were dependent upon their ,vage to 

provide the bulk of their needs. In tum, they could not preserve the level of independence 

that villagers had known. 

From afar, the image is interchangeable: Hisp'lnic laborers working.the sad, their 

crops irrigated with high mountain snowmelt. On both the village fanus of southern 

Colorado and New Mexico and the commercia1 beet farms of northern Colorado, 

mountain \valer made cultivation of the valleys possible. Yet, as wage-laborers, Hispanics 

did not have as much control of or a stake in the management of beet farms. lnigation 

8S McLean. 78-79. 
S6 deBuyst 197-198. 
87 Coen, 100. 
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techniques were of less immediate consequence to the typical field hand. Ditches 

provided water for the fields; cisterns contained drinking water. Should the average beet 

worker know that this liquid was diverted from the Cache la Poudre River, it might not 

change his life much. However, he might have a highly developed interest in water: at 

previous time, in his vil1age existence, water defined the identity of himself, his family, 

and his community. 

Hispanic vil1agers would necessarily have understood the relationship between 

mountains and water. Marching from southern Colorado into northern New Mexico, the 

Sangre de Cristo Mountains-the Blood of Christ Mountains-drain water into the 

thirsty lands below their peaks. Drier than the prairie lands to the north, these valleys 

were made fertile by their proximity to sufficient snowmelt. The farther one traveled 

from these high, forested mountains, the less agriculture was possible. This kind of 

terrain characterized the Hispanic villages that developed in the southwest. Clearly, the 

villagers based their existence upon a stable \vater cycle-unlike the beet workers in Fort 

CoBins, the villagers directly viewed and managed their watershed. The rugged, pine

covered slopes of the watershed were considered community property; here, the shade of 

trees regulated the pace of snowmelt through the sunny summer months. While they had 

access to the timber, pasture, medicinal plants and wildlife of the mountains, villagers 

needed to practice restraint if they wanted to protect and maintain their watershed. 

Downstream, acequias-the community ditch system-deteimined the land distribution 

and irrigation patterns. In the town of San Luis, Colorado, Hispanics utilized the 

traditional ")ong-lot" system: families received a narrow strip of 1and, only hundreds of 

feet fronting the acequia, with perhaps miles stretching into the uplands. In this pattern, 
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each family's unit of land possessed access to the earthen irrigation ditch and spanned 

across multiple life zones. The small patch of bottomland could be flooded and used to 

grow crops; the extensive uplands, for ranging livestock. The vil13:gers jointly managed 

and depended upon the acequia. Even if local residents didn't frequent the high country, 

their watershed and their way of life were clearly connected.88 

An this could be recalled in the heart of a beet worker, peering over an irrigation 

ditch in northern Colorado. Unlike the sman, tight-knit villages of the southwest, Fort 

Collins did not al10cate an equal share of local resources to a11 families. Beet children 

grew up in a world where work most directly earned money, not food or closer bonds 

within a community. One year, their fmnUy might get paid $22.00 for every acre that they 

tended; the next year, $18.00. The family's financial ability to have food and make ends 

meet looked like it was in 1he hands of the grower, the sugar beet company, or some more 

abstract force. It might appear that the local mountains were merely a distant backdrop in 

the 1andscape of work. Looming distantly in the west, they offered scenery to the field 

hands, but did not seem to participate in the immediate environment. 

Environmental historian William Cronon argues that the "geography of capita)" is 

ultimate]y underpinned by "the geography of first nature." As technology assumes the 

work of humans, connections between land, water, and food have become increasingly 

invisible-yet exist as strongly as ever. Like the village fanns in the Sangre de Cristos, 

the sugar beet fields relied on a healthy mountain watershed to quench their thirst. The 

Fort Conins irrigation cana1s did not explicitly reflect the level of snowpack from that 

year; nonetheless, the sugar beet workers needed that water to make a living. A dry year 

SS Pena. "Cultual Landscapes and Biodiversity:- 242-245. 
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in nOlthern Colorado might translate into lower wages during the upcoming season. In the 

case of Fort Collins beet workers, however, the mountains appeared more remote, were 

managed by strangers, and provided water to land that was owned by somebody else.89 

However, ties to the land were not severed-just changed. Sugar beets and other 

crops influenced the flesh and the lifestyle. The people physically experienced the land, 

the weather, and the plants; they endured uncomfortable and even disfiguring conditions, 

and developed pride in their work. The beet also reached. into the daily routine of its 

attendants. The growing cycle determined when people would go to -work, when they 

would go to school, and with \vhom they would work. 

As the Fort Collins sugar industry grew in local significance, so did the population of 

field workers. Margaret's family was just one of the first to establish Spanish-speaking 

roots in the town. More Hispanic families moved into the worker's neighborhoods. Now 

home, rather than work, could offer socialization with other beet families. As an 

increasingly stable community developed among the sugar beet migrants, traditional 

village customs began to resurface. A new Hispanic community emerged. 

89 \Villiam Cronon, The Nalllre's Metropolis: Clzicago and tile G,'eat West (New York: W.\V. Norton & 
Company. Inc" J 99 j), 200. 
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Fig. 8. "Winter and Summer quarters of Mexican family, for last four years. ' Picture 
printed in 1924. Reprinted from Coen, 83. (Courtesy of Morgan Library, Colorado State 
University) 

Fig. 9. "Views of the Growing Colony of Beet Workers Near Fort Collins. Colorado.' 
Note the workers making adobe bricks. Reprinted from The Great Western Sugar 
Company Through the Leaves, June 1924, 323. (Courtesy of Morgan Library Colorado 
State University) 
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Chapter Three 
Advancing Onto the Map: From Shacks to Neighborhoods 

It is logical to believe that people \vho were born andlor raised in northern Colorado 

considered northern Colorado their home. This was true irrespective of whether a person 

had white or brown skin, whether they kept an elegant Victorian house or sweated in the 

beet fields from sunup until sundown. Many beet workers perceived the Fort Collins area 

to be the center of their lives. Many white residents considered beet workers to be 

socially and economically peripheral. Through the half-century of the Fort Collins beet 

industry, and even into the post-industry years, these internal and external visions of local 

Hispanics continued to exist at.odds with each other. 

From 1903 until 1954, the economic heart of Fort Collins throbbed in the shape of a 

sugar beet. Whole generations \vitnessed the infancy, growth, and maturation of the beet 

industry. Through these years, a dynamic larger world touched Fort Collins-the nation~s 

wars, financial slumps, and booms played their part in the lives of the area's people. 

Meanwhile, Hispanic migrants steadily journeyed to northern Colorado to cultivate sugar 

beet fields; many stayed, and cultivated a Hispanic conlmunity and landscape.90 

It required a pioneering spirit for Spanish-speaking families to travel to Fort Collins 

and place themselves on the local map. Like other pioneers, they entered a foreign region 

and, in one way or another, made it their home. To understand the how and why of the 

pioneers' arrival, one can look to the sugar beet. To appreciate the community that would 

bud and bloom, one must combine the influence of the sugar beet with the culture that 

former villagers brought with them. 

00 Terri Cotton. "Education: Stumbling Block or Building Block?" inHHispanics in Fort Collins: A 
Changing Town. A Changing People." a special insert in The Fort Collins Coloradoan, 27 Sept., 1981,6. 
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The sugar beet explains the Hispanic migrants' initial, and frequently prolonged, 

experiences in Fort Collins. Although the years between 1903 and 1954 witnessed a 

period of dramatic, worldwide change-and, on a smaller scale, witnessed the 

development of the local Spanish-speaking comtnunity-the nature of sugar beet 

fieldwork changed at a much slower pace. 

When the Fort Collins sugar plant opened its doors to its first load of harvested beets 

in 1904, the facility was statepof-the-arl. In the next few years, efficiency iInproved 

dramatically as both growers and factory managers learned how to streamline their jobs. 

Although they were distant from the large manufacturing regions farther to the East, Fort 

Collins residents knew that they lived in a scientific era; the local presences of Colorado 

Agricultural College and the Great Western Sugar Company's sugar refining factory 

underlined the contemporary partnership between industry and agriculture. The sugar 

industry benefited from this alliance: new agricultuml and irrigation methods developed, 

the ColoradolBig Thompson project shunted more water to Fort Collins from the western 

slope of the Rocky Mountains, and farmers could be satisfied that "sugar beets were 

king"-the local sugar beet business improved the value of their land.91 

The need for field workers, however, imposed a consistently inconvenient source of 

overhead. Beet growers tended to consider the presence of these people as an unfortunate 

but necessary expenditure. Technology beckoned; yet, cost-effective field machinery that 

could take the place of handwork remained elusive. Hand labor was almost unaffected by 

technological improvement from the establishment of the beet industry until 1940. The 

stubborn nature of the beet seemed to resist attempts to mechanize its cultivation and 

91 Nelson t 38, 41-44.49. 
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harvest. The beet insisted that humans remain alongside it in the fields. Indeed, the high 

demand for field workers perpetuated even during the years of the Great Depression, an 

era of massive unemployment and hostility toward "Mexicans" who might steal the white 

man's job. Despite anti-Hispanic sentiment, however, Colorado recruiters kept recruiting 

Spanish-speaking workers. One 1936 observer noted that "these importations of 

Mexicans" continued as late as 1934 and 1935, "the height of national financial and 

social difficulties.,,92 

Even though Hispanic workers engaged themselves meaningfully in the local sugar 

beet economy, their visibility and cultural identity appeared scattered in the initial 

decades of the twentieth century. Clearly, sugar beet labor remained a consistent, vital 

need. And just as clearly, then, sugar beet workers were here to stay. Yet in many ways 

the vitality of their role was not reflected in the literal map that charted their homes, or in 

the more elusive map that consisted of custom and literature. The dominant local 

"American" culture directed the observer's eye away from the Spanish-speaking element 

in northern Colorado; the"homes of beet workers occupied unnoticed locations. But in 

their out-of-sight spaces, Hispanic people subtly modified their surroundings. The beet 

required a resident labor popUlation, provoking the establishment of workers' 

neighborhoods by the sugar company. Hispanic people gravitated toward the houses, 

92 In the 1920's and 1930's, U.S. agriculture experienced a genera1 decline due to natural and economic 
conditions. Mounting unemployment in the 1930's exacerbated anti-Hispanic sentiment, as other 
Americans perceived that Spanish-speaking"aliens" took their jobs. A repatriation movement encouraged 
Hispanics to leave the U.S. and "return" to Mexico. In this environment of wide-ranging anti-Hispanic 
altitude, the beet industry of northern Colorado continued to need the low-status handwork that Hispanics 
provided. see Gutierrez, Chapter 3: "The Shifting Policies of Ethnicity in the Interwar Period," 69-116. 
Abraham Hoffman, Unwauted Americans ill the Great Depression: Repatriation Pressures, 1929-1939 
(Tucson: The University of Arizona Press. 1974). To view the relatively few amount of Colorado Hispanics 
that experienced repatriation, see the map on page 119; Schwartz, 103; CJyde McIntyre, "Beet Workers in 
C010rado," Colorado Civil Works Administration, Writer's Program, 1936.26. Denver: Colomdo 
Historical Society; Great Western Sugar Company, "Toward a Better \Vay ofUfe on Western Farms," 
pamphlet. "Great Western's 50th Anniversary," 1955. 13-15. Denver: Co1orado Historical Society. 
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owning them, living in them, transforming them. Thus, a curious thing happened: 

Hispanic residents, while remaining largely unacknowledged, changed the landscape of 

Fort Collins. 

Chozas- Shacks 

Margaret and Charles Martinez married on August 1 sr, 1927. When asked where she 

and Charles first lived together, Margaret replied, "Buckingham. And from there, 

different places; we went out to work the beets."93 Her parents had owned one of the 

small houses in Buckingham, but Margaret and Charles-young, freshly married, and 

probably poor-did not buy a house for themselves right away. Instead, they "went out to 

work the beets"; they probably lived a semi-migrant lifestyle, occupying the houses that 

their current beet farmer employers offered them. 

Like rvlargaret and Charles in their early years of marriage, many Hispanic beet 

workers lived in the beet landscape of Fort Collins without owning their little piece of the 

community. In this stage, Margaret and Charles belonged t9 a shifting population that 

relied upon beet work to provide lnost of their sustenance and housing each year. They 

lived on the edge, season to season, taking whatever outside jobs they could. When sugar 

beets were out of season, men could often earn wages in the sugar factory, at a loca] rock 

quarry, or on the railroads. But these opportunities were limited, and, if pinpointed on a 

chart, the families' residences did not consistently follow these other occupations; rather, 

93 (Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martinez 1976. 7) It should be noted that Margaret Martinez declared that she 
never actually worked in the beets herself. Like many other Hispanic mothers, she occupied herself with 
domestic duties. see Jim Heaton, video documentary, "Back then. Charles and Margaret Martinez;' Fort 
Collins Public Library. 1986. 
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the families could be identified with the beet farmers' shacks. The shacks existed on the 

periphery of fields and in the peripheral vision of the community. The experience of 

Hispanic beet workers in temporary shacks represented the subtle, incipient presence that 

Spanish-speakers assumed in Fort Collins. 

While most early-twentieth century Hispanics in Fort Collins were beet workers, not 

all of the Hispanic beet workers lived permanently around Fort Collins. Some laborers 

moved with the seasons. The sugar factory, at its foundation, had established 

neighborhoods for field workers, and Great Western expanded the neighborhoods as the 

industry grew. Many residents of these neighborhoods owned their own houses and 

considered lhemsel ves permanent members of the community. However, these 

neighborhoods could not contain all of the workers. A large proportion of beet working 

families did not possess their homes-these were the people who relied upon rent-free 

housing contractually offered by the sugar beet fanner who employed them. Certain 

families were pennitted to occupy these buildings after the beet harvest, while others 

wintered-whether by choice, lack of alternatives, or both-in Denver's Hispanic 

neighborhoods, or closer to former vil1ages in regions farther south. After all, the tenns of 

the beet contract specified a temporary agreement: housing, to be provided by the beet 

grower, only for the duration of sugar beet work. Indeed, some beet workers intended to ' 

be transient, shifting between Fort Collins and a home base in their old village or in 

Denver. However, many people willingly accepted year-round housing.94 

Fort Collins's sugar beet landscape-its fields, buildings, and Irrigation 

ditches-minimized the status of Hispanic sugar beet workers. The quality and 

94 eoen, 88. Estimates of the total number of beel families who relied upon the farmers for housing ranges 
from 50% to 90%. Most likely this figure varied throughout the region, depending upon the affordable 
housing in or near each city. 
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geographic location of the temporary workers' housing contributed to the figurative and 

literal marginalization of the inhabitants. Many Hispanic Inigrantc; found that the 

contractor's sense of "decent housing" often went unfulfilled. One 1923 report 

determined that about half the housing offered by sugar beet growers to their workers 

could be classified as modest yet soundly built houses. The other half deserved to be 

called "beet shacks." A contemporary observer noted that 

The shack was built of tar paper, or of corrugated iron, or was a roughly boarded 
shanty with, in some cases, only one window and one door. Sometimes it was only 
a caravan 'wagon, which, hung from end to end with pots, pans, washtubs and 
clothes, was moved about from field to field as the work required.95 

In 1924, researcher B.F. Coen recorded the particular conditions that shack-dwellers 

tolerated: no shade, one or two rooms, no screens on windows, dirty, leaky roof, cracks in 

walls, no bath facilities, no beds, poor outhouse. Shacks were "of the box-car type, low 

roof, usually without foundation, and usually not elevated from the ground.,,96 Holes and 

cracks in the boards permitted snakes to enter in the summer and chilling drafts to blow 

in during the winter. The cramped quarters of these flimsy structures was exaggerated by 

the number of people that might be squeezed in-families with 7, 8, or 9 children 

occupied the little rooms. It seems that the housing available for the "beeters" remained 

at the discretion of the landowning beet farmer; in the- decentralized beet industry, the 

sugar company encouraged, but did not enforce, high standards of housing for the labor. 

Some beet families might be put up in a snug and comfortable structure whHe others 

ended up accepting the shabby shanty that the farmer presented.97 

95 U.S. Department of Labor, 66. 
96 Coen, 87.92. 
97 Charles E. Evans. Manager, Eaton and Greeley factories, "With the Beet Labor Herc-u Through tlse 
Leaves (June 1924),307·308. 
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Workers \vho lived in the sugar beet landscape also endured restricted and unclean 

water. Although water was carefully channeled and directed to irrigate sugar beets and 

other crops, it was not so carefully delivered to the homes of field hands. Very few of 

their houses possessed indoor plumbing. In a countryside with alkali soil, not many wells 

offered good \vater. Most contract families who lived by fields drank water that had been 

delivered from the closest town or city, and deposited in a cistern. "They bring you water 

once in six weeks," said one father, "and dump it into that cistern. When its warm, it's 

gets stale; and if you drink it, you get sick.,,98 For families who frequently did not possess 

the mobility that a car could provide, cisterns offered the only available source of 

water-even if it made one ill. And whether or not the water retained purity, it existed in 

limited quantity; the cistern curbed the degree to which beet workers could wash their 

bodies and their clothes, or water plants in a garden. A small number of contract families 

reported the use of irrigation-ditch water for all purposes. The ditch water, of course, 

drained off of the land and could easily have been contaminated by barns and privies. For 

the families who lived by the fields, the abundance or lack of clean water prescribed the 

degree to which one could maintain a wholesome, familiar standard of Hving.99 

These workers, then, at worst could experience unhealthy and uncomfortable living 

conditions;cat best, clean water and a solid roof over their heads. No matter how low 

typical standards might be, beet families did possess some leverage to determine what 

they would accept. Both beet growers and the sugar factory recognized the value of 

efficient field labor. Thus, the Great Western Sugar Company urged beet growers to 

attract the most skillful workers. To this end, GWSC lauded the merits of decent lodging: 

9S U.S. Department of Labor. 68. 
99 Ibid .• 68-69. 
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"good quarters, good water, wood, and above all, an accommodating farmer will ... get a 

first class family every time."lOO A hard-working and productive family, cognizant of 

their desirability, could afford to pick their employer for each season. A bad experience 

on one sugar beet farm might encourage a family to seek work elsewhere the following 

year. On the other hand, inexperienced families-especially the ones who were new to 

northern Colorado-would have to settle for what luck brought to them. lol 

Perhaps a family would also maneuver to work on a farm close to town. The simple 

geography of the temporary housing cramped a family's ability to perpetuate and enhance 

their Hispanic identity. Despite the relative comfort of any farmer-provided housing, it 

could not escape its basic location: on the farm. Here, workers lived in isolation and 

impermanence; they could not easily have day-to-day contact with a larger Spanish-

speaking community. The group-centered lifestyle of the village could not be arranged. 

Living next door to the fields, they were reminded at all times of their daily toil. In 

addition, they could not escape the notion that they constantly occupied space that did flot 

belong to them. Indeed, they functioned in a peasant-like mode-as an extension of 

another man's land. Without the security and satisfaction of ownership, many occupants 

would have lacked motivation to improve their homes or cultivate lasting, productive 

kitchen gardens. Those who did work the space around their shack had to squeeze garden 

maintenance into the precious moments spend away from the beet fields. Some children 

drank fresh cow's milk, but the animal belonged to the farmer, not to the family_ A 

Hispanic family's identity was not expressed in farmer-provided housing. I02 

100 Maxwell Mattoon, "Beet Labor," Through the Leaves (Jan. 1922), 73. 
101 L.H. Andrews, "How to Assist Beet Labor to Do Good Work.tf 171rough the Leaves (April 1924), 171-
172. 
102 (Vasquez 2002) 
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The sugar beet industry, however, required the maintenance of a happy, sugar beet-

working Hispanic identity. In 1924, Great Western created a promotional film, evidently 

aimed at recruiting Hispanic beet workers. Silent, black and white, and subtitled in 

Spanish, the piece documented Great Western's version of typical beet workers' lives. 

The Spanish~speaking viewer observed the work, play, and housing of sugar beet workers 

in an unspecified locale. Although the camera captured the various stages of work that 

field hands would perform-blocking and thinning, hoeing, topping, and shoveling 

harvested beets into a truck-special attention is paid to the community's activities. The 

film portrayed an afterMwork baseball game, a parade of lavishly adorned cars celebrating 

September 16th with a bonanza of Mexican and United States flags, a general fiesta, and 

children going to school. While the lifestyle of sugar beet workers does not appear 

luxurious, it does appear relaxed and social.103 

Significantly, fields and dirt roads provided the backdrop for all of these happy 

events; city and town do not playa role in the beet workers' free time. According to the 

images in the film, the workers' neighborhood and even their school seem to be isolated 

and rural. Yet-as Great \Vestem understood-where there are sugar beets, there is a 

nearby factory and town. The very beets that the workers harvested would be transported 

to a larger settlement in a not-too-distant location. In. this attempt to appeal to potential 

workers, Great Western presented the image of an established, segregated Hispanic 

community_ Depending upon one's perspective, this community existed outside of -or 

independent from-the hub of the local population. 

100 Great Western Sugar Company, film, 19247 b1ack and white, subtitled in Spanish. at Love1and Museum 
and Gallery, Loveland, Colorado. 
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If this film had been created near Fort Collins, it might have run parallel to local 

sentiment. The shacks and neighborhoods of Hispanic workers clearly occupied an 

economic niche in the landscape of Fort Collins. However, they did not occupy space in 

the idyllic sugar beet countryside that mainstream Fort Collins perceived. In Second 

Hoeing, Hope Williams Sykes paints a setting peopled only by "Americans" and 

German-Russian beet workers. 

Hannah turned her face to the east and the fertile valleys, the sugar beet country of 
northern Colorado; the farmhouses with gaunt cottonwoods sheltering the big red 
barns, high silos, outbuildings clustering close. Small fields were cut by irrigation 
ditches, with cottonwoods following the larger canals that curved over the level 
countryside. 11» 

Here, Sykes depicted the important backdrop to her story-the fertile valleys to the east 

of the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains. The land was possessed and used, filled with 

buildings, watenvays, and fields. The actors are "Americans"-represented as culturally 

refined Anglos-and the Germans from Russia. Sykes focused upon work in her novel; 

Second Hoeing only comes to a satisfactory ending afler Hannah has labored, physically 

and spiritually, to uplift herself .. Yet, workers' neighborhoods and shabby farm shacks 

were depicted in a negative light-they represented the lazy and unclean character of 

their inhabitants. Although the negHgence of farmers 'or the challenging, transient 

lifestyle of workers certainly influenced the quality of the housing, these factors played a 

minimal part of the story. And Spanish-speakers-in high demand in the sugar beet fields 

of 1935-played no part in the story. In the Fort Collins of Sykes's imagination, Hispanic 

workers did even not exist. 

104 Hope William Sykes, Second Hoeing (Lincoln, Nebraska: University of Nebmska Press, 1935), 12. 
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Sykes's attitude revealed a certain truth: Spanish-speaking residents were 

discouraged from participating in the public life of Fort Collins. Common spaces could 

not be taken for granted by all local residents. Some places were off-limits to people who 

did not look Anglo; signs in the windows of restaurants and grocery stores that read 

"White trade only," or "No dogs or Mexicans allowed/' made this point clear. Hispanic 

people understood that they could not swim in the lake at City Park. Even the public 

school system shut out their culture; teachers forbid students to speak Spanish, and some 

teachers renamed Hispanic children with English names. In the early 1920' s a Mexican 

family, when questioned whether they would attend a schoolhouse entertainment, replied 

"No. They don't want US.,,105 One woman, Isabelle Gavaldon, recalls her mid-century 

high school experience: there were no Mexican cheerleaders and no Mexican football 

players. Indeed, Hispanic' residents were not visible in the mainstream space of Fort 

Collins. 106 

Thus, a casual visitor to Fort Collins might not fully understand the nature of the 

field labor that underpinned the city's prosperity. The main streets and common areas did 

not reveal the anny of Hispanic famBies that contributed to the economic success of Fort 

Collins. In the visitor's eyes, the city possessed a while face. The large, brick sugar 

factory on the north side of town stood tall and proud. Flanked by outbuildings, roads, 

and rail lines, it demonstrated the economic lifeblood of the community. The trim 

farmhouses of independent beet-growing families existed in the minds of readers of 

Through the Leaves and Second I-Joeillg. Clearly, the symbols of local industry and 

agriculture rested firmly in the hands of affluent white residents. And a trip to the college, 

lOS Skinner, 65. 
H16 City of Fort Collins, uMi Gente ... thc Fort Collins Experience," videorccording, 1998. Fort Collins 
Public Library. Fort Collins. Colorado. 
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local park, movie theatre, barber shop, or grocery store did not disrupt this image-these 

public spaces effectively segregated, if not excluded, brown-skinned people. 

On the eastern side of the Poudre River, however, the visitor might encounter a few 

modest, densely populated neighborhoods: Buckingham, Andersonville, and Alta Vista, 

founded to house sugar beet workers. Here, the newcomer might freely mingle with 

Hispanic and German-Russian residents. A perceptive visitor would note the placement 

of these unpretentious settlements: across both the tracks and the river, on the northern 

outskirts of town-an area that few people passed by on the way to somewhere else. 

Even today the neighborhoods represent the edge of Fort Collins. Bordered by the river, 

light industry, and open fields, the little clusters of houses seem to be residential islands. 

The historically commercial and social nucleus of the city lies across the river, to the 

south and west. Earlier in the century, the neighborhoods' geographic separation from 

Fort Collins was official: both Andersonville and Alta Vista, though relatively older 

districts, would not be annexed into the city-unti11974. Paved streets and city water 

arrived soon after. The proximity to the river was probably a mixed blessing; residents 

could enjoy the recreation, fishing opportunities, and large shady cottonwoods that the 

Poudre River offered, yet they lived in the river's floodplain. Great Western had not 

founded the workers' colonies in the most secure location. The 1904 flood took out many 

houses in Buckingham, and an overflow in 1961 destroyed houses in Alta Vista. 

Although these neighborhoods were considered permanent, the threat of floods always 

challenged their stability. The space that these neighborhoods occupied could be defined 

both in relationship to the river and in relationship to the rest of Fort Collins. The space 
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indicated that the residents possessed subordinate, tenuous, marginal, status in the local 

community.W7 

Was the landscape defined by race? In a similar context-California's Imperial 

Valley during the early twentieth century-cultural geographer Don Mitchell says yes. 

He contends that whites dominated and defined the Imperial Valley's agricultural setting, 

reducing the significance of migrant workers in the success of crops, and thus in the 

success of the rural community. 

The Imperial [Valley] was destiny made manifest, the very culmination of the 
American Dream. As early as 1911, popular literature was picturing the 
Imperial Valley as a blooming, spectacular, visionary, quintessentially 
American place. It was a place-made primarily by white American engineering 
ingenuity, as the Colorado River was eventually tamed and put to good use. J08 

Here, the greatness of the landscape emerged from the forceful, intelligent influence of 

white "Americans"-reflecting Sykes' sense of Anglo-American cultural superiority. 

According to Mitchell, this landscape could"only exist if Mexican and other migrant 

workers were categorized as inferior, used, and then dismissed from the minds of most 

locals; their presence was not to be acknowledged in an idealized vision of the land. 

Workers would move from camp to camp, living in tents and in inadequate, impermanent 

housing for brief stints before leaving for the next job. However, early Fort Collins does 

not precisely match the situation in the Imperial Valley of this period; sugar beets 

required workers who were both skilled and semi-permanent or permanent. Therefore, 

107 For information about these floods, see Fort Collins Neighborhood History Project. 10; Rose Martinez 
and EsteIla Martinez, interview by Charlene Tresncr, transcript, 7 October, 1976,23. Oral History Archive, 
Fort Collins Public Library, Fort Collins. Co1orado. Arlene Briggs Ahlbrandt and Kathryn "Kate" Stieben, 
eds, The History oj Larimer COUlltry, Colorado, Volume II (DaHas, Texas: Curtis Media Corporation, 
1987), 66-67. 
)08 Don Mitchell, 17le Lie oJlhe Lalld: Migralll Workers alld lire California Landscape (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1996). 108. 
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the local white population could not shake off the beet worker presence very easily. 

Nonetheless, Fort Collins' high profile citizens remained Anglo, and cheerleaders still 

had white skin. Meanwhile, northern Colorado possessed its own version of worker's 

camps: shacks. 

Throughout the story of race, sugar beet workers, and marginalization, the specific 

history of German-Russians reflects a different kind of field worker experience in Fort 

Collins. Their status as "white" meant that other residents had a higher opinion of them. 

Although German-Russians were the target of "Russian" stereotypes and lived in shacks 

like other sugar beet workers, they were perceived as potential peers in the local Anglo 

community. For all practical purposes, these European immigrants arrived in northern 

Colorado and lived and worked in the same conditions that Hispanic migrants 

experienced. Yet, one observer noted, "They were scattered, oh yes, and they were 

farming, you see. They came here to work beets originally. And then they were a little 

more progressive and lots of them accumulated farms and ranches and became more 

successful."l09 Since 1870, German-Russians had been traveling to the American 

Midwest, planting fa~i1y roots and establishing farms. The first wave to arrive in Fort 

Collins was particularly poor; nonetheless, when they entered northern Colorado at the 

tum of the century, they could look to a generation-old model of German-Russian land 

acquisition in the United States.l1O 

Over time, German-Russians successfully integrated themselves into the visible 

landscape of Fort Collins. Unlike Hispanic migrants, they became renters and owners of 

109 Francis Gilbert Martinez, interview by Jonathon Anderson, transcript, 21 August, 1974, 9. Oral History 
Archive, Fort Collins Public Library, Fort CoJlins, Colorado. 
110 RQck, 5; Eloise Sage} Hanson, From the Steppes 10 the Prairies: A Brief History of the Genna1l People 
from Russia ill ForI Morgall, Colorado (Fort Morgan, Colorado: Centennial Commission of Fort Morgan, 
]984),4-8. 
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commercial beet farms. Like the white Americans who settled the Imperial Valley, some 

German-Russians fulfilled the classic definition of the American dream. How could 

German-Russians, and not Hispanics, leave behind the. beet workers' shacks and 

neighborhoods, and move up the local socio-economic ladder? 

German-Russians appeared to assimilate into the American cultural environment 

more readily than Hispanics. Most obviously, they were fair-skinned. When signs in Fort 

Collins' businesses and public areas warned "Whites only," residents of German descent 

did not have to worry. Most likely these restrictions-extended to one's ability to attain 

land and capital. Current social notions supported efforts to uplift white-skinned people 

while keeping Spanish-speakers in a dependent role. An observer of farm labor in the 

United States in 1945 commented upon the progress of German-Russian beet workers: 

"The sugar-beet companies, anxious to colonize their beet areas with a resident labor 

group, readily aided these ambitious workers by giving them generous terms on which to 

buy or rent company land." He went on to say: "The Mexicans, on the other hand, 

showed little interest in improving their status, and the overwhelming majority remained 

beet laborers." I I I In agreement \vith this statement, an observer in the early 1920's 

asserted .. "Unlike the Russian-Germans, the Mexicans are poor economists. They lack the 

thrift and steady industriousness of the European peasants."U2 A generation earlier, one 

writer labeled "the Mexican" as "fatalistic" and "patriarchal," antithetical qualities of 

"individual thinking beings." This writer further reminded the reader, "a Northern people 

is more energetic than a Southern people." Such racialism determined that Hispanics 

were suited to menial positions while "Northern people" conducted the important 

III Harry Schwartz, Seasonal Fa17ll Labor in the United Slales. With Special Reference 10 Hired Workers ill 
Fruit aud Vegetable and Sugar-beet Production (New York: Columbia University Press, 1945), 108-109. 
112 Skinner, 37. 
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business of life. Not only did Hispanic sugar beet workers live and labor away from the 

center of Fort Collins' public life, but their "Southern" origins, even, were identified as 

distant from the "Northern" people's Old World homeland. This writer identified a 

previous pattern of environmental separation; why resist history?113 

The blatant prejudice in Fort Collins created an ethnic awareness that even divided 

Hispanics. Some people claimed the title "Spanish-American," indicating that they or 

their ancestors had been residing in southern Colorado or New Mexico for multiple 

generations. Such a background asserted a more direct European lineage. Outsiders noted 

that "Spanish-Americans" resented being confused with "Mexicans," who purportedly 

had darker skin.114 One local Hispanic who was prominent in regional business and real 

estate-a deviation from the norm-was quick to identify his own Spanish and otherwise 

European pedigree.1l5 For him, perhaps, Mexican blood belonged in a different economic 

class. 

The strain between "Spanish-Americans" and "Mexicans" reflected the relationship 

between recent Mexican immigrants and the established Hispanic community in the 

United States. From the tum of the century on, a relatively steady stream of newcomers 

ensured that the Hispanic population would typically have a percentage that had. recently 

arrived and was less adjusted to lifejn the United States. Historian David G. Gutierrez 

argues that in this context of varying citizenship, economic status, and cultural 

assimilation, Hispanic people constantly questioned their ethnic identity. 116 The 

relationship between recent Mexican immigrants and fixed residents could run a range of 

113 "EI Cinico," (trans1ated: "The Cynic," 1903) reprinted in Hispanic Colorado, Four Centuries: History 
and Heritage, Evelio Echevarria and Jose Otero, cds. (Fort Collins: Centennial Productions, 1976), 74-76. 
114 Coen. 53-54 .. 
IlS (Francis Gilbert Martinez 1974, 7-8) 
116 Gutierrez, 6. 
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qualities. To a typical Spanish-speaker, other Hispanics might have represented job 

competition and persons who contribute to a bad "Mexican" stereotype-or, on a positive 

note, they might have offered social and economic support in a familiar language. In Fort 

Collins, minimal documentation remains to preserve the first hand opinions of Hispanic 

people during the sugar beet period; the internal conflict or lack thereof is perceived 

mostly through secondary sources. However, the relatively equal economic position of 

most sugar beet workers suggests a common plight. The hardship of work and local 

prejudice may have encouraged Hispanics to look to each other for strength. In 1926, the 

National Child Labor Committee documented a roughly even mix of Hispanics in the 

beet districts of northern Colorado: the Committee reported 52 "Mexican" contract 

families and 57 "Spanish-American" contract families. 117 In this year, neither group 

overwhelmed the other. Although tension may have existed between Spanish-speakers of 

Mexican and American nativity, the split was not insurmountable: Margaret and Charles 

Martinez, born in New Mexico and Mexico, respectively, united in 1927 without any 

remarkable objections. I 18 

Most white residents of Fort Collins did ,not have a deep understanding of the 

background of the local sugar beet workers-racist explanations popularly explained 

social divisions. Continuously through the decades, xenophobic excuses permitted the 

dominant class of whites to maintain a status quo; like the H American" settlers of the 

Imperial Valley, the local establishment could use the inherent, supposedly natuml 

characteristics of Hispanics to justify their worker bee role at the bottom of the Fort 

mBrown,59. 
U8 (Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martinez 1976, title page) 
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Collins totem pole. Shacks, accordingly, served as apt shelter for this lower class of 

people. 

Beside irrigation ditches and on the edges of fields, the shacks were important 

because they initiated and familiarized Hispanic families with Fort Collins. It was from 

this vantage point that recent migrants viewed the region to which they had moved. Many 

children first came into the world within the four walls of a crowded shack; to them, there 

existed no other kind of home.119 

As migrants spent more time in the Fort Collins area, the shack lifestyle minimized a 

family's ability to perpetuate and enhance its Hispanic identity. However, an internal 

view reveals a different pattern: rather than going dormant, social and religious customs 

simply adapted. Families utilized their hours between work to worship and recreate. 

When Ivan Vasquez's family lacked the ability to drive to church service, grandparents 

and parents instructed Ivan and the other children with stories from the bible. The mature 

members of the household ensured that the family would maintain a Catholic identity. 

Sometimes, large groups would gather on the farms for social events. Ivan remembers the 

dances in particular: no one dressed up, but dance-goers brought violins, guitars, beer, 

and good cheer. Indeed, one farm dance provided the romantic backdrop when Ivan's 

father met his mother. 120 

Certainly, the hardship and inadequacy of the shack lifestyle could have tightened 

bonds within families and the Spanish-speaking community. However, few outsiders 

could have noticed or appreciated the vivacious but fleeting community activities; these 

occasions did not have permanent external face. Hispanics did not frequently own, 

119 (Vasquez 2002) 
120 Ibid. 
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occupy or use the most obvious public spaces Fort Collins. Living in shacks, beet 

workers were still struggling just to make ends meet. In 1924, Coen suitably observed the 

struggling existence of beet workers: 

In a new country such as Colorado, one in traveling across the country is struck by the 
large number of homes that are not kept in first class condition. The old community is 
the one with the better homes, better lawns, farms with better appearance. The homes 
of the beet workers are much the type of the homes of the homesteaders, the pioneers, 
the makers of the West.121 

Neighborhoods- Colollias 

However narrow opportunities might be, Hispanics knew that r~al estate was not 

completely out of reach. In 1937, Margaret and Charles purchased an adobe house in Alta 

Vista for $195. They bought their adobe from a man named Tony Ortega and proceeded 

to enlarge the \vindows and add more rooms, including a bathroom. Margaret and Charles 

made Alta Vista their home for decades; there, they raised their children and participated 

in the local community. Charles' long-standing involvement ultimately prompted the 

locals to name a street after him. In 

The nature of the sugar beet called for a consistent labor force and thus the creation 

of housing developments like Alta Vista; in tum, these new districts facilitated Hispanic 

community life. In the disorder of migratory existence, settled neighborhoods proved to 

be the recipe for lasting community development. These workers' enclaves were, finally, 

a place to stop and get to know one's neighbor. After the disorienting effects of a new 

landscape and the isolating impermanence of field labor, Hispanic families could find a 

121 Coen. 89. 
122 (Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martinez 1976, 8-13, 18) 
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measure of constancy. Living in the midst of social contact, Spanish-speakers could 

coalesce and refer to themselves as a group called "Andersonville" or "Buckingham.!7 

Up until this point, I bave used "community" in a generic fashion. My reference to 

the Hispanic community has simply signified the social blend of Spanish-speakers in Fort 

Collins. This vague definition can indicate a wide spectrum of people, from the 

temporary migrant workers who spend a season in Fort Collins to the finnly entrenched 

family of Margaret and Charles in Alta Vista. However, the growth of the Hispanic 

community clearly accompanied the influx of Hispanic migrants into the neighborhoods. 

Therefore, it becomes necessary to more precisely identify who lived and participated in 

the Fort Collins Hispanic community. 

In C011111lUIlity alld Social Change in Al1lerica, Thomas Bender, asserted that 

"Community .. .is best defined as a network of social relations marked by mutuality and 

emotional bonds."l23 Hispanic members of the neighborhoods demonstrated 

commonalities that could be traced back to the village lifestyle: diversified subsistence 

agriculture, adobe houses, shared space. However, not all of their commonalities emerged 

from the village; after aU, residents lived in al\ventieth-century sugar beet neighborhood, 

and they now participated in a larger, industrialized beet sugar system .. As the Hispanic 

migrants left the isolated, close-knit villages and established themselves on the edge of 

Fort Collins they typified the transformed communities that Bender describes. The 

corporate housing did not destroy the Hispanic sense of community-it just changed it. 

Although Bender considered territory to be a confusing way to study neighborhoods, 

physical space offers insight into the development of the Hispanic population in Fort 

III Thomas Bender, Community and Social Clumge in America (Baltimore: The lohns Hopkins University 
Press, J 978). 7. 
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Collins. Bender argued that a preoccupation with territory distracts from the actual 

function of the community; this imposes a geographical and sometimes misleading 

definition of the group. Hispanic community growth in Fort Collins, however, can be 

understood by examining the patterns in which people desired to move from space to 

space -upwardly mobile families moved from the farm housing to the neighborhoods. 

Hispanic beet workers who lived on farms nlingled with and supported each other. 

Clearly, Hispanic community existed within the people who dwelled in shacks; in fact, 

distance and hardship may have intensified personal and group bonds. Nonetheless, the 

neighborhoods represented the heart of the local Hispanic community. Here, residents 

created lasting, discernable changes upon the world around them. 124 

The neighborhoods evolved into hybrid villages-they grew from an amalgam of 

various Hispanic and Anglo elements. The architectural and biological elements of each 

settlement reflected the prevailing street l~yout of the rest of Fort Collins. yet also 

harkened back to the lifestyle of southwestern villages. Inhabitants changed and were 

changed by the mixed environment. Within this space, many people could noticeably 

augment their identities-they were no longer just sugar beet workers, they were also 

church members, gardeners, cllrallderas, ball players, and community activists. Residents 

from different states and countries fostered lasting relationships. Neighbors shared 

resources and contributed to the local dynamic. The Spanish-speaking "colonies" actually 

colonized a bit of Fort Collins and made something new. 

The Martinezes may have been long-term residents of their neighborhood, but their 

housing status was not exceptional. The 1920's and 30's filled Alta Vista, Andersonville, 

124 Bender. 5-6. 10. 
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Buckingham, and Holy Family settlements with Spanish-speaking renters and owners. 

These small neighborhoods reflected the intentions of their corporate sponsors: to create a 

year-round home for a supply of sugar beet labor. Great Western, like other sugar 

companies around the state, wanted to secure dependable workers; in 1903, the company 

sponsored the construction of workers' neighborhoods. The first inhabitants of the 

neighborhoods-the first beet workers of the 1900's and 1910's-were German 

Russians. The company did not plan the first two settlements with Hispanics in mind. 

Platted in 1903, Buckingham Place once earned the nickname "La Russia," referring 

to the German Russian population that occupied the little neighborhood. The earliest 

structures usually contained two tiny rooms. Initially, Buckingham consisted of thirteen 

houses, each 20 by 12 feet The flood of 1904 destroyed most of these original structures, 

but the neighborhood eventually swelled to 80 small houses on four blocks. Established 

later in the sam~ year, Andersonville materialized in a similar pattern. To the northeast of 

Buckingham, Andersonville was smaller and more distant from town. Both 

neighborhoods embraced the gridded pattern of streets. The lots were narrow and the 

houses were set back from the street. Families lived elbow to elbow with their neighbors; 

in this sort of arrangement, residents would have close contact with each other. l25 

Over subsequent decades, the German presence waned and the neighborhoods 

gained an increasingly Hispanic identity. In 1908, enough Hispanics lived in the area to 

patronize a local chili parlor. The construction of Alta Vista-originally dubbed the 

"Colonia Espafiola"-reflected the changing demographics of Fort Collins in the 1920's. 

In 1923, Great Western announced plans to build this distinctly Hispanic settlement near 

t25 City of Fort Collins, Neighborhood History Project. 10, J 4. 
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Andersonville. Company officials anticipated that Hispanic beet workers would 

construct, buy, and occupy houses made of adobe. They hired Felipe and Pedro Arellano, 

builders from northern New Mexico, to construct and assist others in the construction of 

small adobe houses.126 

As Great Western knew, "adobe colonies" were in vogue in the sugar beet towns of 

Colorado. In what one researcher explained as an effort "to induce the better class of 

Spanish beet labor to remain the year round in the region of summer work," Colorado's 

sugar companies of the 1920's designed housing developments specifically for Hispanic 

workers.127 Great Western acknowledged that resident experienced labor could work 

better and more quickly. In Sugar City, Colorado, the National Sugar Manufacturing 

Company recognized the growing role of Hispanic laborers by erecting substantial 

barracks. The Holly and American Beet Sugar companies, operating elsewhere in the 

state, built colonies in the form of "adobe huts" or adobe "long houses" with trees, water, 

and turf available for gardening. They planned to make occupancy rent-free. An Anglo 

contemporary billed the companies' plans as a pathway to "really pleasant little 

communities" in these places. Yet, the plans for upgraded housing did not feature 

ownership; Hispanic workers could not make a home with the guarantee of permanence. 

If the companies controlled the housing, the companies, not residents,could dictate the 

tenure of the communities . .It is unclear whether the Great Western Sugar Company 

benevolently wanted to offer more autonomy to Hispanic locals when they designed a 

1261bid.,2, 10, 14, 15. 18,21.22,26. 
m Coen, 82. 
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plan for individual ownership within Alta Vista. Nonetheless, the inhabitants of Alta 

Vista built and bought their own houses.128 

Built within the influence of both Hispanic and Anglo culture, the neighborhood 

architecture assumed a hybrid style. While the future homeowners provided the 

construction labor, the company furnished the straw, lime and gravel used in adobe 

mixture. The end result reflected distinctly Anglo designs: houses were set back from the 

street, and possessed pitched rather than flat roofs. Yet Great Western, like the American 

and Holly companies, demonstrated an effort to create a traditional Hispanic setting in the 

new adobe colony. Under the supervision of the Arellanos brothers, the new buildings 

came to mimic some of the features of houses that Hispanics occupied in areas like 

southern Colorado and New Mexico. For example, the plain 1 x 4 surrounds in the doors 

and windows reflected a common trait in New Mexican architecture. Modern observation 

reveals other New Mexican patterns: one-house demonstrates an L-shaped plan and 

another structure is actually two houses linked to form one. Beet workers frequently 

originated from poor villages where the use of adobe persisted even while wooden houses 

gained popularity in other regions; adobe construction would have been very familiar to 

some of the inhabitants of Alta Vista. Thus, many homeowners perpetuated the Hispanic 

practice of adding adobe rooms, one by one, as their need and free time would anow. For 

many Spanish-speakers, these adobe houses may have been the first barefaced symbol of 

their own ethnicity within a foreign environment.129 

128 Markoff, 180; Mclean, 79-80; C.V. Maddux, "Beet Workers Colonize," 171rollgh the Leaves (June 
1924): 323~324. 
129 City of Fort Collins, Neigborhood History Projec4 21-26; Chris Wilson, "When a Room is the Hall: The 
Houses of West Las Vegas, New Mexico," in Images of an American Land: Vemacular Architecture ill tile 
Westem United States ed. Thomas Carter, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press. 1997). 116~117. 
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Holy Family was the fourth Hispanic neighborhood in Fort Collins. It is mentioned 

last not because it was built last, but because Holy Family occupied a conspicuously 

different kind of space. Unlike its three sisters, it lay on the southern side of the Cache la 

Poudre River; it was not an isolated unit among farmland but, rather, bordered the town's 

thoroughfares. While field hands often lived in the other three districts, factory workers 

made their homes in Holy Family. Most houses were small wood-frame or brick 

structures. As a working class area at the north end of town, Holy Family seemed like a 

natural extension of the company-subsidized neighborhoods of Hispanic field workers. In 

fact, the community derived its name from the first local Spanish-speaking Catholic 

church established within its borders in 1927. Some beet workers purchased the 

inexpensive houses and, by 1935, the area was densely Hispanic. l30 

The growing population of Spanish-speakers in the neighborhoods reflected a 

degreed of assimilation. Great Western sponsored adobe colonies for the "best class" of 

beet families-people who adjusted to and cooperated with the labor system. But 

residents of the housing developments accepted more than just 'the sugar beet work style; 

they also assumed a somewhat Anglo lifestyle. People appear to have moved comfortably 

into the checkerboard pattern of small houses and streets. The buildings did not cluster 

around a central plaza or designated common space, village-style; rather, they confonned 

to a dusty grid of unpaved streets and alleyways that typically followed the cardinal 

directions. Adobe houses could superficiaUy blended in with other Fort Collins styles; 

some were bui1t with flat roofs, while others assumed hipped or gabled roofs like their 

wood frame cousins. They lived on streets with names like "Main" or "Tenth." If one 

130 Hawthorne, 91-123. 
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didn't look too closely, perhaps the neighborhoods 'seemed to aspire to be like wealthier, 

Anglo districts of Fort Collins. Yet, the essential, lasting element of many of these houses 

remained adobe. Homeowners often used adobe to add rooms to their houses. Within the 

English-named framework, residents continued to use Hispanic construction materials. 

Andersonville and Buckingham, initially composed of all wooden houses, began to 

sprout adobe buildings in the 1920's.J31 

The house lots were small, even by early twentieth century standards, but the narrow 

rectangles could accommodate barns, sheds, chicken coops, privies and gardens. The 

various structures demonstrated how the neighbors-like Hispanic villagers-used a 

range of available resources to sustain themselves. In Alta Vista, a ditch provided water 

for vegetables and space for goats to graze. Maybe the owners of the gardens and goats 

recalled a time when they manipulated 'acequia \vater to maintain similar organisms. 

Cows and chickens also populated the Hispanic neighborhood, providing homegrown 

sources of dairy products, eggs, and meat.132 

Although domestic animals offered some reliable food sources, the neighborhoods 

could not accommodate large amounts of livestock; in response, the residents, like the 

villagers, diversified their food sources. Hispanic hunters sustained their families with 

pheasants, deer, rabbits, and other kinds of wild game. The nearby river bottoms offered a 

good place to find animals; the rushing water also offered fish to the fishennan. When 

people came into meat, they maximized the opportunity. If a creature was caught, shot, or 

butchered, I van recalled, you ate everything except for the hide. (In the case of pork, you 

sometimes ate the hide, too.) During the deer season, CharHe Martinez used to bring 

131 Maddux. UBeet Workers Colonize," 323. 
132 City ofFon Collins, Neighborhood History Project, 21. 
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home venison for wintertime food. It may not have been gourmet~ but he found a way to 

Inake his subsistence efforts more palatable: "SometiInes you fix it, it looks just like 

steaks."133 

Small gardens offered nourishment to both the eye and the body. Luis Valdez-an 

Alta Vista resident who built his first adobe house in 1926-recalled the general 

appearance of his neighborhood through the years: the meticulously tended lawns t the 

watered and swept earthen patios. But Luis' interest did not rest only with tidy yards-he 

also spent time in the vegetable garden in front of his house. l34 For many beet workers, 

their vegetable plots must have offered a meaningful contrast to the rows of sugar beets 

that they labored over. Although each garden had to be small, the planning, work and 

fruits of the land belonged to the family who engaged in it. One woman credited her 

garden-and her husband's still-for her family's survival through the lean years.135 Yet 

gardens provided more than sustenance; they also supplied variety. I van and Elsie 

Vasquez recalled the garden foods that they raised during their respective childhoods: 

chilis, tomatoes, pumpkins, string beans, peas, com and potatoes. Although Ivan 

begrudged the extra time and work that garden maintenance required, he relished the 

memory of fresh produce in the summer. However, enjoyment of a garden's bounty did 

not have to be seasonal. Com and pumpkin seeds could be dried and saved for later. 

Dried sweet corn, also known as "chicos," mixed with beans to produce a savory flavor. 

Longtime inhabitant of Andersonville, Inez Romero, suggested that canning extended the 

133 (Vasquez 2002); (Mr. and Mrs. Martinez 1976,47); Alephonso Garcia, "Beet Seasons in Wyoming: 
Mexican-American Family Life on a Sugar Beet Farm near Wheatland During World War llt" Allnals of 
Wyoming 73, (Spring 200 1): 14-15. 
J3.J Fort Collins Coloradoan, 19 May, 1975. 
135 Daniel Thomas, uAdela Ambriz Has Seen it All: Revolution, Bootlegging, Hard Times," Fort Collins 
Triangle Review~ (un date article available in the folder "Ethnic Groups- Hispanics," Local History Archive. 
Fort Collins Public Library, Fort Collins, Co)orado.) 
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viability of home-grown food: "We'd plant our own garden then, which made a 

difference; you'd have your fresh vegetables all the time and can a 101.,,136 

But more than vegetables grew in Inez's yard. The plants that grew there influenced 

the lives of the greater community. Inez's mother, a cllralldera (healer), cultivated herbs 

to treat the bodily ailments of other Hispanic people; her garden, therefore, served a 

common good. Friends and neighbors relied upon Inez's mother; they said, "Mrs. Rivera, 

with the touch of her hand, she would get you well." Many people preferred Mrs. 

Rivera's touch, herbs, and prayers to a formal visit to the doctor. 137 Curandismo, like 

midwifery, was a traditional village skill; mothers, grandmothers, or other mature women 

had taught younger women about the medicinal properties of plants for generations. 

While some men sometimes performed healing duties, the local cllralldera was typically 

a woman. 

In a viUage, the curandera might utilize the ejido, extracting herbs from the wild; in 

Andersonville, Mrs. Romero relied upon lier garden. In both situations, the healer called 

upon both scientific and spiritual powers. One old New Mexican curandera explained in 

Spanish, "I make all my medicines solely from herbs, Mexican herbs. That is all you 

need-that is the reason God put all those herbs on earth."I38 As the old curalldera 

suggests, the plants physically connected people to their spiritual beliefs; the botanical 

medicine worked in conjunction with prayers. In both the practices of the old New 

Mexican woman and Mrs. Romero, an element of the sacred pervaded their work. Whi1e 

residents of Andersonville did not have the opportunity to develop a land relationship 

136 (Vasquez 2002); Mrs. Inez Romero, interview with Charlene Tresner and Lloyd Levy, transcript, 14 
Apri1. 1975,24. Oral History Archive, Fort Collins Public Library. Fort Collins, Colorado. 
131 (Romero 1975,25-26) 
138 Juanita Sedillo in lAs Mujeres: COllverstaiolls!rom a Hispanic Communit), (Old Westbury, New York: 
The Feminist Press, 1980), 20. 
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with a village ejido, nature-existing in herbs of Mrs. Romero's garden-still served 

common needs.J39 

Although Inez never learned her mother's art, modem Hispanic women in Fort 

Collins continue to maintain knowledge about plants. In a recent video depicting 

Hispanic life in Fort Collins, local women discussed plant lore: leaves, flowers, roots, 

gum, eggs, and olive oil addressed various ailments. Chamomile soothed an upset 

stomach; rosemary could be applied to windburns. For the most part, they discussed 

common household plants, and wild plants were not mentioned. But while these women 

eagerly shared their plant knowledge, no one identified herself as a curandera outright; 

instead, they all reinforced the notion that a curandera was a rare and spiritual person 

who was d,edicated to her role.140 

Pretty flowers weaved their way into the more positive stereotypes that surrounded 

the Hispanic lifestyle. One Anglo observed the creation of adobe colonies around 'sugar 

beet factories: "Trees are being planted, and as the Mexican is a lover of flowers, really 

attractive homes are to be found in some of these settlements.,,141 Ironically; the 

prevalence of Hispanic flora is explained partly by amount of time that women spent in 

the beet fields; women who worked had little time to plant and tend vegetables, and often 

planted flowers instead. Nonetheless, the cultivation of flowers could have brightly 

signified another Hispanic tradition that migrants carried over from their previous village 

J39 Ramon Del Castillo, uThe Life History of Diana Velazquez: La Curandera Total/' from Ln Ge1l1e: 
Ifispallo History alld Ufe in Colorado ed. Vincent C. de Baca (Denver: Colorado Historical Society, J 998), 
224-225. 
140 "Mi Gente." 1998. Among other things. the video reveals a group of modem women discusses the 
medicinal properties of different substances like plants. olive oil, and eggs. see Eva (Mrs. Lee) Martinez, 
interview with Charlene Tresner and Lloyd Levy, transcript, 25 April. 1975.25-26. Fort Collins Public 
Library. Fort Collins, Colorado. In the year of this interview, Eva Martinez, like Inez Romero. keeps 
"prayer plants." Although she doesn't know what kind of plant it is, she seems pleased with it. Prayer 
plants may be an extension of the spiritual-botanica1 beliefs that curalldismo represents. 
141 Skinner, 38 
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life. Neighbors must have been proud of their floral displays;-one can almost hear the 

wistful tone in Charlie Martinez's voice as he discusses his son's house in California: 

"With a home like that I-they got, I think, couple of acres of little trees and 

flowers-that'd be enough to keep me at home, flowers.,,142 

The Hispanic residents of Alta Vista, Andersonville, Buckingham and Holy Family 

maintained a broad spectrum of organisms that helped them subsist. As a group, the 

residents reflected a remarkably village-like ethic of communal property and cooperation. 

Although Margaret and Charles Martinez may not have lived in Holy Family or 

Andersonville, they could have felt comfoitable within any of the various Hispanic 

enclaves. As neighborhoods defined a hub for JIispanic socie.ty, the community spirit 

flourished, and a sense of shared space developed between its members. Although the 

neighborhoods did not possess a plaza, the locals did share space and resources. In a 

Hispanic village, livestock grazed the ejido; in Fort Collins, Hispanics brought their 

horses and cows to other types of common grazing area. The sides of roads, the space 

between railroad tracks, and riparian riverside spaces offered good grass. Charles recalled 

that nearly every household had a horse and a cow. Neighbors engaged in a network of 

animals and plants, creating an organic, growing landscape that echoed a village 

subsistence lifestyle. 143 

As former villagers may have recalled, old custom dictated an absence of fences. In 

the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, obvious barriers did not delineate separate plots of land. 

During the summer, livestock roamed over slopes and meadows; during the winter, they 

grazed over harvested fields, unrestricted by their owners' property lines. This system 

1~2 Deutsch, 142-143; (Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Martinez 1976,29) 
143 Ibid." 47-48. 
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disbursed resources relatively evenly t and all households received a share of prosperity or 

poverty (usually poverty).l44 Reproducing this sense of shared space and status, one 

native of Buckingham described his boyhood: 

The house was just a small house, two bedroom. All of us kids, we all lived there 
together. Everybody around there was poor, so I didn't really think about poverty 
because everybody was equal, everybody was the same. At that time I really didn't 
know what poverty was ... 145 

Like a kid from a village, this boy knew only a lifestyle in which the distribution of . 

wealth was balanced. Just as- fann animals munched on food anywhere in the village, 

children of the "barrio" (the Hispanic neighborhoods) hopped from house to house. 

I remember that our house was a United Nations because we had kids from all 
over the neighborhood make themselves at home. That's the way we treated 
them, that's the way my mom treated them. She'd feed them. They'd come in 
there, it was hang out for all the kids that we knew .. .It was a revolving door. It 
was fun. 146 

ApparentlY, substantial fences did not exist on this street, either. 

Village children in the southwest and neighborhood children in Fort Collins might 

have shared a perception of their community, but the physical territory that they roamed 

was different. Like his Alta Vista counterpart, a viHage boy on a typical day might have 

woken up in an adobe room next to a bed full of brothers and sisters. However, instead of 

preparing to go to school or the beet fields, the village boy would have headed off into 

the hills to graze some sheep. He came home in the evening, filled with the tale of his 

discovery: a high, crystalline mountain lake. By- nighttime, the boy in Alta Vista had 

finished his lessons or his long daily work in the fields. He spent his late hours in the 

144 deBuys, 194~195. 
145 "Pepe:' in Hawthorne, 101.102. 
I';() "Abelardo." in Hawthorne, 100-101. 
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street, playing Cowboys and Indians; his family couldn't afford to buy him toys or a bike. 

Perhaps, this night, he and his friends ran down to the town dump and killed rats for 

fun. 147 

In both of these situations, children explored the world around them. Inside of the 

home, the spaces were cramped; outside the front door, the air and the land beckoned. 

The children responded. And as they grew up, the experience of the landscape molded 

them. Village children more likely gained a sense of stewardship for the land around 

them; the earth directly provided food for the table. Children of the "barrion became 

familiar with two disparate types of agriculture: first, the large scale commercial fanns 

that belonged to someone else ,and second, the home gardens and animals that lived in the 

neighborhood. 

Even as the sugar beet shaped humans, the humans influenced their surroundings; 

their neighborhoods cOJnbined the Hispanic and Anglo identities. For members of the 

"barrio," it luay have required company initiative and resources to create a place for their 

pennanent habitation. Yet, the company's plan did not keep its form; if one visits these 

neighborhoods today, they are no longer neat rows of tiny two-room houses. The years 

have granted personality to each structure. With burgeoning families and a gradual 

accumulation of funds, neighborhood residents would add on to and c~ange their small 

plots. They enlarged their dwellings using wood frames, adobe, cinder blocks and their 

personal flair. Between 1937 and 1976, Margaret and Charles upgraded their house 

multiple times; in 1976, they had a suite of improvements to show off, ranging from 

room partitions to the new kitchen and bathroom to Margaret's Ma):'tags. For the 

141 deBuys, 201; "Abe1ardo," in Hawthorne, 99. 
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Martinezes, Alta Vista was more than the site of a company town. Through the years, 

they had raised their children-Tom, Richard, Chris, Frances, Rachel, Charlotte, and 

Mary Louise-and seen them through school. They had spent the majority of their lives 

within the borders of this neighborhood, making their mark and adding to the sense of 

community .148 

Of course, the Martinezes were not alone; other neighborhood inhabitants planted 

family roots and staked their presence into the community. People spent time in group 

activities that didn't revolve around sustenance and physical surviva1. They found 

pleasure and importance spending time with each other. Through their organizations, 

Spanish-speakers edged into new spaces on the map and extended their community. 

Although many Hispanic migrants strongly identified with Catholicism, field 

workers found it difficult to attend church unless they lived in town. When he was young, 

Charlie Martinez confessed, he didn't go to church much-he lived too far out in the 

countryside, and his family commanded only a horse and buggy as transportation. Those 

who did live close enough could attend S1. Joseph's Church, a holy space shared by 

Hispanics and Anglos. As the Hispanic population grew, church officials sought out a 

separate place for Spanish-speaking worshippers. Holy Family Catholic Church, situated 

in the Holy Family neighborhood, was completed in 1929. At the time of his interview in 

1976, Charlie regularly attended Holy Family and belonged to the Knights of Columbus. 

For many members of the Hispanic community, Holy Family Church contained the nexus 

of their cultural and spiritual lives. Here, parishioners worshipped, celebrated, and even 

obtained economic assistance when times were tough. Like the village churches of the 

.-,8 (Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Martinez 1976, 11-21) 
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Southwest, Holy Family occupied a central role in people's daily lives. While the church 

marked Spanish-speakers as different, it also finnly institutionalized the Hispanic 

presence in Fort Collins. 149 

Recreation offered a different kind of visible organization for sugar beet workers. 

From the 1930's until the 1960's, many cities in northern Colorado fielded Hispanic 

baseball teams. Every Sunday, remembered Viola Garcia, everyone went to watch the 

games; it was a "family affair," a time during the week when the Hispanic community 

gathered \vith pride to root for the Fort Collins team. They would even pile 8 or 9 people 

into a car to see a game in another town. Because most players in this league were 

Hispanic, they were not able to participate in other leagues. But even though Hispanic 

players and fans were separated from other baseball enthusiasts, the Hispanic contingent 

still claimed a ball field every Sunday. They jubilantly carried their community spirit into 

public space in Fort Collins and around northern Colorado. ISO 

Community activity did not always involve group action; sometimes, particular 

individuals found ways to contribute. Beginning in 1920's, Alta Vista would elect 

"mayors" to one-year terms-their responsibility was to initiate and coordinate 

community events. Charlie Martinez served as mayor in 1941. In order to fill potholes in 

the dirt streets of Alta Vista, Charlie collected $1 from each of the 35 houses. The money 

bought gasoline for trucks that would carry the filling material: sand, cinders, and gravel. 

Charlie also became certified as a notary public, assisting his Spanish-speaking 

community members with their legal needs. Chi1dren in the neighborhood came to know 

1491bid. 64; (Romero 1975~ 12-14); Ahlbrandt, 406. 
ISO Ashley Ryan Gaddis, "Hispanic Ballplayers to Celebrate Reunion," ForI Collins Coloradoan 17 July, 
1994, BIt "Mi Gcntc," 1998. 
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him as "Uncle Charlie.,,151 Not only did one man engender a sense of kinship, but he also 

enabled the neighbors to manage their streets-a form of communal 

property-themselves. These qualities mimic the group-centered lifestyle of a Hispanic 

village; they also reflect traits that Bender identifies in his definition of "community." 152 

Other neighborhood inhabitants simply added to the community with Hispanic 

flavor-in more ways than one. A fonner resident remembered her early sensory 

experience in the "barrio": 

The houses were small in the Holy Family neighborhood and the families were 
big. Everyone was very religious and many yards had the Blessed Mother shrines 
in their yards. I remember there were fruit trees everywhere, apple, plum, apricot, 
cherries and peaches. There were lots of flowers and gardens with roses and 
tulips. Doors were open and you \vould hear Spanish music in the streets. At 
night it smelled everywhere of Mexican cooking, peppers, fried potatoes, tamales 
and tortillas. The only language that you heard was Spanish. Early in the 
morning-the fanners would gather the field hands into trucks and .all would be 
quiet until they returned at dusk. 153 

Years later, this woman vividly recalled the experience of walking down a street on a 

warm evening. The smells, sights and sounds seem to have been transplanted by their 

owners from Mexico and the Southwest. Able to live next to each other, neighbors could 

intertwine their personal traditions. Consequently, families discovered that their 

household was more than a home; it was part of an enclave. 

The Hispanic residents of Fort Collins planted their roots and spread their 

branches. As Spanish music and the smells of cooking drifted down the street, it was 

clear to any observer that the local sugar beet workers had claimed a spot on the larger 

lSI Ramon Coronado, "Neighborhood Tells Hispanic History:? Fort Collins Coloradoan, special insert, 
"Hispanics in Fort CoHins: a Changing Town ... a Changing People." Sept 27, 1981,6. 
lS:! Bender, 16. 64. 
IS3 "Graciela," in Hawthorne. 104. 
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map of Fort Collins. By the 1950's, they had "colonized" a small part of city, overlaying 

Hispanic traditions on top of an Anglo framework. The grandmother of Margaret 

Martinez in Las Vegas, New Mexico, may never have been able to envisage all of the 

new patterns in Margaret's lifestyle in Fort Collins. However, if she ever showed up on 

the street in Alta Vista, she could have walked in the Martinez door and made herself at 

home. 
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Conclusion 

By the 1950's, the heyday of Fort Collins' sugar industry had come and gone. 

With it left the intense demand for sugar beet workers. Even on this new, smaller scale, 

the beet industry did not require as much labor; modem technology finally experienced 

some triumph, bringing effective mechanical harvesters and thinners into the beet fields. 

In addition, a segmented beet seed (altered to reproduce only one or two plants) reduced 

the need for hand-thinning as early as the 1940's. Great Western proudly declared that 

the era of "stoop labor"-the era of dependence upon a primarily Hispanic 

workforce-. was over. 154 

By then, however, the Hispanic element was entrenched in the Fort Collins 

landscape. Spanish-speaking beet workers and their descendants had settled in and 

branched out. They found work in other kinds of field crops-and in non-agricultural 

sectors of the economy_ Within a net\vork of houses, churches, and businesses existed a 

firm Hispanic community. 

Yet, racially-inspired segregation did not melt away as quickly as the beet 

work-"white trade only" signs and prejudiced attitudes persisted. Spanish-speaking 

people still needed to assert their presence and claim equality in the public spaces of Fort 

Collins. In the 1970's Alta Vista and Andersonville were finally incorporated into the city 

proper; consistent water, electricity, and paved roads fonowed. Visible signs of the 

Hispanic community mark Fort Collins today: Fullana Elementary School was named for 

the sociaUy active Father John Fullana of Holy Family Church; Martinez Park honors Lee 

1$4 Nelson. 36; Great Western Sugar Companyy "Toward a Better \Vay of Life on Western Farms/' 14-15. 
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Martinez, a resident who was involved in the American Legion, the Holy Name Society, 

the Democratic Party and various Hispanic organizations. ISS As one local woman stated, 

"The more Chicanos that you have in an area, the more political activity you have. When 

community is small, you have very few in authority positions.,,156 

As Hispanic people gain more visibility in Fort Collins, the older legacy of the 

sugar beet is still quite perceptible. The Ivan Vasquez's sister still lives without the rest of 

her finger. Alta Vista, Andersonville, Buckingham and HolyFamily neighborhoods 

remain dynamic, mostly Hispanic enclaves (the Gennan Russian community can also 

claim a viable representation). Certainly, today's residents use plumbing and electricity, 

and children attend to their schoolwork instead of the beet fields. Nonetheless, the adobe 

homes are still small and Spanish language flows through them; the neighborhoods 

conceive of themselves as distinct from the rest of the city. Here the descendent of beet 

workers live side by side with new migrants from Mexico-the districts still serve as a 

home for recent arrivals as well as old-timers. Certainly, some Hispanic people have 

dispersed, opting to live in other sections of Fort Collins; still others have chosen to stay 

and live in the setting that their grandparents and parents spent so many years in. 157 

We must remind ourselves that these sections of Fort Collins--currently being 

surveyed by the city in an effort to designate them as historic districts-were made 

possible by the sugar beet. In tun}, the people who lived there made the local sugar beet 

industry possible. The natural world influenced human endeavor to create the present 

landscape. As the neighborhoods tell this agricultural story, they remind the observer that 

ISS David Freed. "Neighborhood Renovation to Start Next \Veek," Rocky Moulltain Collegian 13 
November~ 1975. 1; (Eva Martinez 1975. 11-12,20-26) 
1$6 Glenda Potestc. quoted in "Introduction," Ramon Coronado and Terri Cotton Fort Collins Coloradoan, 
special insert, "Hispanics in Fort Collins: a Changing Town •.. a Changing People," Sept 27, 1981, 1. 
157 Ibid., I. 
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the patterns of today's lifestyle has been molded, in part, by yesterday's biology. If the 

sugar beet had not required intensive field labor over a long season, the Romero family 

might never have built the adobe house on Tenth street. 

Our lifestyle continues to be tied to the people who labor in agricultural fields. 

Suddenly, crop science and ethnic studies don't seem to be so remote from each other. As 

the Romero House museum endeavors depict, the wealth of Fort Collins' history is to be 

found not only in elegant old mansions. Rosie Mercado, a long time Alta Vista resident, 

commented, HI have seen a lot of people move out. For some, if they had the opportunity 

to move out, I don't think they would."158 

158 Rosie Mercado, quoted in "Neighborhood Tells Hispanic History" by Ramon Coronado. The Fort 
Collins C%radoall special insert. 6. 
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